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Farm Subsidies
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By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Economics Writer

The
WASHINGTON iAP)
heads of the world's three major
economic institutions issued a
rare joint statement today calling
on political leaders to take the
"courageous and visionary"
decisions needed to global free
trade talks.
The top executives of the International Monetary Fund, the
World 'Bar* and the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
to
warned of dire on
an already fragile world economy
if the trade talks, known as the
Uruguay Round., are allowed to
collapse.
"Failure to conclude would
validate the rising wave of protectionist rhetoric and increase
the danger of a vicious circle in
which heightened protectionism

impedes economic recovery and
the lack of recovery in turn feeds
protectionist pressure," the joint
statement said.
"With so much at stake, political hesitations and vested interest
must be put aside. Courageous
and visionary decisions need to
be made quickly," the statement
said.
GATT Director General Peter
Sutherland said that it was time
for all countries to make the
painful decisions to dismantle
trade barriers that protect such
politically powerful sectors as
agriculture in order to get greater
benefits for all.
Sutherland read the statement
with IMF Managing Director
Michel Camdessus and World
Bank President Lewis Preston sitting beside him.

place today between U S. Trade
Representative Mickey Kantor
and Sir Leon Britten, chief trade
negotiator for the 12-nation European Community, in an effort to
resolve a nasty battle over farm
subsidies.
The French are demanding that
an agreement on scaling back
agricultural subsidies that was
reached last November be modified. However, the Clinton administration is adamant in insisting
that it will not renegotiate the socalled Blair House accord.
Kantor and Britian were scheduled to meet throughout the day
today in an effort to see if a compromise can be found on the farm
question as well as a number of
other unresolved issues in the
global free trade talks.
Today's joint statement served

S

A key meeting was taking • See Page 2

Drill uncovers problem
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
After a table top disaster preparedness drill last week, members of Calloway County's
emergency services found out
there are problems in one crucial
area — communication.
According to Jeff Steen, Murray State University's hazardous
materials coordinator, emergency
services need to concentrate making definite improvements in a
kw areas.
Steen, who critiqued the drill,
said the Emergency Operations
Center (EOC) did a good job of
identifying the needs. However,
4trmunications network con1
the,/
tains some holes.
"For example, there was one
dispatcher on duty during the
drill. He became quickly overwhelmed." Steen said.
It would be nearly impossible
for one person to manage the dispatching of several agencies as
well as answering the telephone,

Steen said.
In addition to the lack of manpower, Steen said current equipment is also short in supply. .
"We need to find some existing
communications equipment and
plan to have an EOC with the
existing equipment," he said.
Steen does not think the city
and county should go out and
purchase all new equipment.
However, he would like to see all
agencies pool their resources.
The EOC needs phones, radios,
maps, weather cubes and tactical
boards.
Steen said the equipment needs
to be "disaster resistant."
For example, city hall has an
old diesel-fueled generator. The
police department has a natural
gas generator. In the event of an
earthquake, not only will the city
lose electricity, but also gas lines.
"We can modify the existing
generator so it can use two
fuels," Steen said. "That is a minimal cost. You just need a little

preparation."
Long-range planning is a neccesity to a strong EOC. Steen
said one of the bonuses of having
a well-trained, well-prepared
EOC is that a community can get
back on its feet quicker and
smoother.
If there were an earthquake,
tornado or major flood, an LAX'
would be responsible for making
contact with the "outside" in an
effort to provide relief supplies.
Once services are back on line,
the EOC can help organize relief
to individuals' so that businesses
can open and employees can go
back to work.
"There is a real advantage to
having an EOC and an EOC
that's going to have resources,"
Steen said.
Although some problems were
discovered during the drill, Steen
said residents should not he
alarmed. The drill was designed

STACEY CROOK Ledger a Trnes photo

Joshua Lewis, 4, gets some last minute tips before riding his bike through an obstacle course during the
Bicycle-Tricycle Rodeo held this weekend at the Expo Center. Calloway County 4-H, Murray Optimist Club
and Wal-Mart sponsored the event.

Parliament appeals
to Russian military

II See Page 2
By BARRY RENFREW
Associated Press Writer
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The Perry family has received much help from the community to
make the transition from Honduras easier. Pictured top from left.
Edgar and John; bottom from left Heydi and Elvira.

Fitting in at a new school is
a challenge many youngsters
face, but not speaking the
same language as other students is an even greater
challenge.
Nine-year-old Edgar Perry
enrolled in Linda Hendrick's
primary four class at East
Elementary about a month
ago. A native of Honduras, he
is unable to speak English.
"I called about six to eight
months before we arrived and
spoke to someone at the board
office who said there would be
a Spanish-speaking teacher at
the school," said John Perry,
- 2
• See Page

restored access.
Lawmakers claimed to have
received telegrams of support
from some army and navy units,
but there was no sign of any military support for the hard-liners.
The mood in the building, called
the White House, was increasingly despondent as about 1(K) lawmakers morosely deliberated
what to do next.
Some 3(() supporters, many of
them elderly, slept on carnets in
the corridors of parliament. A
small group of volunteers, armed
with rifles and dressed in military
fatigues, stood guard.
There was no sign of trouble
today in Moscow as people
headed for work and businesses
and shops opened as normal.
Commuter traffic streamed past
the White House.
The lawmakers, headed by
Vice President Alexander Rutskoi
and parliament speaker Ruslan
Khasbulatov, have been camped
out in parliament since Yeltsin
ordered the legislature dissolved.
Rutskoi claimed Monday he
would defend parliament to "the
last bullet," but some lawmakers
and aides complained privately
that parliament's leaders did not
know what to do and were
increasingly desperate.
Flimsy barricades were erected

MOSCOW (AP) -- Demoralized lawmakers appealed today to
the Russian armed forces to
revolt and oust Bons Yeltsin, but
their support continued to
dwindle as the military stood firm
behind the president.
Yeltsin was cheered by thousands of people in Red Square
and more marched through the
Russian capital Sunday in a
major show of support for the
president, who dissolved parliament six days ago and ordered
new elections.
The jittery lawmakers claimed
early today that Yeltsin ordered
riot police to storm parliament
where they have been holed up
since Tuesday. But there was no
attack and what panic there was
was reportedly set off by a backfiring truck.
Guards used chairs and tables
to set up barricades in the corridors after rumors of the imminent
government attack swept thc
building. Such rumors have
repeatedly gripped parliament,
but Yeltsin has said he will not
use force.
Later, police ringing parliament stopped people from enter., people inside
ing the grounds,
would be allowed to leave freely,
they said. Police attempted a
similar move last week, but later • See Page 2

OPEC
agrees to
cap output
DespGENEVA (AP)
erate to force oil prices
higher, OPEC nations agreed
today to cap their surging
crude production at 24.5
million barrels a day in the
coming months.
But OPEC SecretaryGeneral Subroto said the
ministers have yet to set
individual pumping limits for
each of the dozen member
countries.
''We have now solved 50
percent of the problem," he
told reporters after a morning
meeting of the Organization
of Petroleum Exporting
Countries.
The decision to set a new
output ceiling for the
October-December quarter
came alter reports that President Hashemi Rafsanjani of
Iran conferred by phone with
King Fahd of Saudi Arabia
and stressed the need for
cooperation to drive up
prices.
OPEC's excess production
has helped force oil prices
to their lowest levels in
three years, with prices running about 36 a barrel below
•
the 321 target.
In the past, the cartel has
had trouble getting all members to •honor commitments
on pumping levels.

SPECIAL

L1J

•Area farmers are invited to a wheat
production meeting at 730 p m Tuesday
at the Calloway County High School
Agriculture Department Vanity selections will be discussed and results of test
plots will be presented, which can help
farmers make a decision about the varieties they need to plant Fertikty and
ryegrass control will also be discussed
For more information calf 753-2545

MEETINGS

SPORTS

BRIEFLY._
CONTENTS

III Calloway County Fiscal Court will
have a special called meeting at I p m
Tuesday in the office of County Judge/
Executive George Weaks The meeting is
open to the public

•Addle Tennessee's corps of runnong
backs ran over the Murray State Racers
Saturday as Middle Tennessee scored a
45.3 won over the Racers
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New York visitor shot on Miami highway

•

4

,

•

giving Miami a bad name." Del
Castillo said. "It is a drive-by
(shooting) with the vehicle just
coming up alongside and shooting for no reason."

with two relatives when another
car pulled up beside theirs Sunday night on a highway just north
of downtown Miami, said MetroDade Detective Juan Del Castillo.
The driver — who was apparently alone in his car — rolled
down the car window and fired
one shot, striking Sanchez in the
head.
"It's a typical incident that's

MIAMI (AP) — A New York
C'ity man visiting family was
killed in what police called an
apparently random, drive-by
shooting. It was the third slaying
of a traveler on Florida's highways in a month and another
blow for the state's vital tourist
mdustry.
The 40-year-old victim, Miguel
A. Sanchez, was going to dinner

There was no indication of any
traffic dispute or interaction
between the two vehicles before
the shooting, he added. The gunman — described as in his early

II Drill...

II Subsidies...

•••

industrialized countries were to
blame for lacking the political
will to dismantle their own trade
barriers.

Beyond the strong rhetoric,
Sutherland said he had heard
nothing so far at the annual meetings of the IMF and World Bank
that would make them believe
any country was ready to bring
new offers to the bargaining
table.

FROM PAGE 1
to underscore comments made by
the IMF's policy setting interim
ommittec in their final communique issued Sunday night.
In that statement, the 24-memiber- ifliffilll SAXAMSUCC called for
'leadership and vision' from all
..ountries in order to bring the
trade talks to a successful conclusion by the end of this year.

Noting that leaders of the
world's seven largest industrial
countries have repeatedly urged
completion of the Ur.ug_u_ay
Round, Sutherland said, "We
still find governments failing to
do what they know they must
do."

In a pointed speech to the IMF
session Sunday, Sutherland said
that political leaders in the major
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Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Tinitts
The Egpser's Ferry Bridge over Kentucky Lake was closed to
I semi-truck traffic for several hours Firday night after a barge
"grazed" the structure.
According to Kentucky. State Police public information office
Chuck Robauon, the incident was reported at approximately 9
p.m. The Department of Transportation was notified and the bridge
traffic was closed only to semi-truck traffic.
Pete Wolfe, a DOT engineer, said after an inspection of the
bridge, officials found no. problems and reopened the bridge.
With the meat train accident in Alabama, Wolfe said more people have become concerned about bridges.
However, be said the Eggner's Ferry Bridge and others like it are
not designed the same as the bridge that collapsed in Alabama.
'That bridge was built over water that was not used for navigable traffic," he said. -This bridge is of a completely different
design."

FROM PAGE 1
to pinpoint problems that may
arise in the future.
Calloway County's emergency
services are prepared for a disaster. Steen said. All agencies who
participated in . the full-scale disaster drill last spring got good
critiques.
Steen said this dril! helped
emergency services see what
areas need improvement so that
steps can be taken.
Compared to other. _communities across the country, Steen said
this area is lacking in some physical resources. However, individuals in this area are as well
trained and as prepared as any
other area.

Two injured in separate accidents
Stiff Report
Murray Lodger & Times

"Other communities have a larger business and population base
to be able to afford more," he
said. "Our strength is with the
people and our weakness is with
the physical resources."
Steen plans to conduct another
drill in approximately six months.
He is hoping participants will get
more training and a resource list
can be formulated.
"What happens as far as
resources is out of my hands," he
said.
However, Steen stressed that
much of the equipment needed
can be acquired at very little
expense.
"The better prepared we are,
the less suffering we'll have," he
said.

A Murray woman was injured
when her car was hit in the side
and overturned in front of Central
Shopping Center on U.S. 641 at
approximately 12:50 p.m.
Saturday.
According to reports from the
Murray Police Department, Anna
Tucker, 19, 86 s Riviera Courts,
was northbound when a vehicle
driven by Karen Mikulcik, 20,
1613 Keenland, attempted to pull
into the southbound lane from the
entrance of the shopping center.
The Mikulcik vehicle struck
the Tucker vehicle and it
overturned.
Firefighters from the Murray
Fire Department removed Tucker
from the vehicle with the "jaws
of, life." She was transported to
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital by ambulance.

THE
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According to a hospital
spokesman. Tucker was treated
and released.
Another person was Injured in
a two-vehicle accident Sunday at
approximately 11:10 a.m. at the
intersection of U.S. 641 N. and
Northwood Drive.
According to reports, Willie G.
Smith, 74, Rt. 5 Murray, was
traveling south when his vehicle
was hit in the side by 81-year-old
Harold Elkins of Rt. 5 Murray.
Apparently Elkins was attempting to cross U.S. 641 when he
failed to sec the Smith vehicle.
A passenger in the Smith vehicle, Lavelle Smith, 60, was transported to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital where she was
treated and released.
The Murray Fire Department
was called into to absorb antifreeze that had spilled from the
Smith's radiator.

•Volunteers...
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30s — sped off afterward.
Sanchez was a passenger in a
car with his cousin and his cousin's wife, whom he was visiting,
Del Castillo said. They drove him
to a hospital, where he died.
The shooting occurred shortly
after 8 p.m. on the Palmetto
Expressway, also known as State
Road 826.

Traffic slowed when barge grazes bridge

III Parliament...
FROM PAGE 1
around parliament by anti- Yeltsin
supporters last Tuesday, but
police have allowed lawmakers
and their supporters to come and
go freely most of the time. Lawmakers leave the building to go
home to wash, cat and rest.
Yeltsin appeared unperturbed
by parliament's increasingly
shrill attacks on him. Accompanied by Defense Minister Pavel
Grachcv and Moscow Mayor
Yuri Luzhkov, he waded into
surging crowds tort Red Square
for a free concert by the
Washington-based National Symphony Orchestra and its conductor, former dissident Mstislav
Rostropovich.
A concert announcer urged
"faith in the president and in
Russia's future." and the crowd
responded "Hurrah! Hurrah!"

living conditions in the
United States.
"Edgar and Lillian are old
enough to appreciate the changes
in this country'," John said. "They
come from a third-world country
where it's tough to survive, Esen
their big towns are backward
compared to Murray."
The teachers at East Elementary have turned the situation into
a learning opportunity, providing
students with a chance to learn
Spanish words while explaining
the English words to Edgar.
"Edgar looks like he fits in
great," said Tina Cook, Chapter 2
teacher's aide. "When the kids
are out on the playground, Edgar
is not excluded."
Guidance counselor Mclisa
Stark said the school has a lot of
resources which have been
helpful.
"This is really an enlightening
experience for us," she said. "The
Perry children are very goodnatured."
John said the children have
been learning about five new
words per day.
"I really think everyone here is
doing all they could be asked to
do," he said.
the

Edgar's father.
John Perry, a former resident
of Murray, brought. his wife,
Elvira, and their children, Edgar.
Lillian and four-_year-old Heydi,
to the United States.
Although John is an American,
he speaks no Spanish. Meanwhile, his wife is able to understand English, but is not a fluent
speaker. The children all speak
Spanish.
Thirteen-year-old Lillian IS
enrolled at Calloway County
Middle School, where she is able
to work with a Spanish-speaking
teacher.
"When Lillian has a problem
with her schoolwork, I have to
tell my wife what the problem is
and she relates it to Lillian," John
said.
Meanwhile, Edgar relies on a
variety of volunteers from Murray State University and Calloway High School to help him
understand what is being said.
"The school has really bent
over backward trying to come up
with solutions to this English
problem," John said.
In addition to the language difficulty, the Perrys must adjust to
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Fed investigating Ford's relationship with Big Rivers
HENDERSON. Ky. (AP) —
Federal agents are looking into
the relationship Kentucky's
senior senator had with troubled
Big Rivers Electric Corp. and its
top officials, a published report
said Saturday.
The Evansville Courier
reported in a copyright story that
investigators want to find out
more about U.S. Sen. Wendell
Ford's past business dealings
with the utility, which is at the
center of a corrupt business practices probe, and his relationship
with figures targeted or charged
in the ongoing investigation.
An Owensboro insurance company owned by Ford's family had
a longtime, no-bid contract with
Big Rivers, the newspaper .said.
They also are checking to see
if Ford, who holds the No. 2
DCMOCT311C leadership post.m.theSenate. ever intervened on the
Henderson-based utility's behalf

before federal agencies.
The newspaper, citing sources
close to the investigation, said
Ford has not been named a target
of the probe.
Ford hasn't been questioned by
investigators, the sources said.
Attempts to contact Ford for
comment ,were unsuccessful. A
spokeswoman in Fords,Washington, D.C., office said the senator
couldn't be reached until
Monday.
When asked about Ford's relationship with Big Rivers, a company spokesman said, "The senator has been supportise of the
best interests of Western
Kentucky."
Assistant U.S. Attorneys Scott
Cox and Tim Morrison declined
comment.
Momson said his office could
neither-confirm nor deny any
investigation into Ford's relationship with Big Rivers.

Biosphere 2 crew celebrates
with dinner before going back
ORACLE, Ariz. (AP) ---- The
four nicn and four women of Biosphere 2 emerged to a throng of
media and well-wishers and a
lavish dinner loaded with foods
they hadn't seen in two years.
But questions remain about what
exactly the S150 million project
accomplished.
Operators say the crew Set 3
record for living inside an essentially closed structure —
designed as a Mini-Earth with
- -rain- forest,,- -ocean,,--savannah--and
farm. The two-year exercise in
self-sufficiency ended Sunday.
•
But the dome -had been opened
more than two dozen times
before that, first for a crew-member to get surgery after injuring
her finger and later for import of
thousands of small items, including seeds, sleeping pills, mousetraps and makeup. Outside air was
pumped in once and pure oxygen
was added twice to balance the
atmosphere.
Still, Biosphere 2 operators
claimed success in achieving
their key goal — keeping eight
people alive in a "materially
closed" environment for two
years.
'They said it couldn't be
done," said crew member Mark
Nelson. "But here we are —
healthy, happy."
The eight crew members were
to return to the Biosphere today
to .feed the goats and chickens,
water crops and begin a plant and
animal survey.
After testing and upgrading
equipment, operators of the private, for-profit enterprise plan to
reseal the dome with a second
crew early next year for a- oneyear stay.
The first crew ranged in age
from 29 to 69. All are single and
agreed to just one restriction on
their social life — no pregnan-

cies. They have refused to discuss possible romances or
arguments.
Abigail Ailing, a marine biologist who oversaw the ocean and
coral reef, said the toughest part
was getting along with each
other, but that they managed to
keep sight of their goal.
"Never did I give up on the
experiment," Ailing said. "It
never got to a point where we all
wanted to get out."
became very
-food_
important.
Crew members lost an average
of 29 pounds each on a low-fat
diet heavy on such crops as sweet'
-potatoes, rice, peanuts, bananas
and wheat. They occasionally had
an egg, chicken or goat meat and
coffee. The women dropped an
average of 9 to 10 percent of
their weight and the men 18 percent, said the team physician, Dr.
Roy Walford.
Among the items they most
craved: chocolate, olives, salami,
fancy cheeses and smoked
salmon.
"I've thought about food quite
a lot," admitted Jane Poynter, 31,
of Surrey, England, the farm
manager.
The 3.15-acre complex is run
by Space Biospheres Ventures, a
private, for-profit company
financed largely by Texas billionaire Edward P. Bass, who says he
hopes the biosphere will help
educate the public about environmental issues.

Ford, renowned in Washington
as a protector of two of Kentucky's biggest industries, coal and
tobacco, has act vely supported
the interest of Big Rivers through
the years.
Two weeks ago, Big Rivers
officials publicly credited Ford
for his help in getting financing
on a controversial power plant
scrubber project over the objections of Big Rivers' three biggest
industrial customers.
Six independent sources,
including people who have been
questioned by FBI and Internal
Revenue Service agents, told the
Courier that investigators want to
know more about Big Rivers contract with the E.M. Ford Insurance Co.
E.M. Ford is owned by the
Ford family and run by Ford's
brother Reyburn. Until 1985,
shortly before the matter was

investigated by the Senate Ethics
Committee, Ford had a financial
interest in the company.
Big Rivers spokesman Jimmy
Jones said the contract was
awarded to the Ford agency again
in August after board members
rejected other insurance agencies.
Jones said the other agencies that
were considered lacked the
expencnce E.M. Ford has in dealing with Big Rivers. Big Rivers
pays more _than S2.6 million in
annual insurance premiums to the
Ford agency, based in
Owensboro.
Jones noted the E.M. ford
agency puts together the Big Risers insurance package by seeking
competitive bids from insurance
underwriters.
"Why should we penali/e
responsible, legitimate company
just because they have a relative
who is a public servant." Jones

said.
In addition to the insurance
contract, sources say federal
agents are asking about Ford's
relationship with Big Rivers' former general manager, William H.
Thorpe, and Henderson businessman Shirley Pritchett. who has
admitted in federal court that he
acted as middleman for S700.(XX)
in bribes to Thorpe. For his role
in the scheme, Pritchett was paid
more than $2 million from two
Big Rivers coal suppliers.
Thorpe and Pritchett have been
active in Democratic politics in
western Kentucky and have
raised campaign contributions for
a host of Kentucky politicians,
including Ford.
Another area investigators are
looking at, the sources say, is
Ford's role in helping Big Rivers
get 3 loan from the federal Rural.
Electrarcation Administration.

The loan was used to build a con•
troversial S8(10 million power
plant. The D.B. Wilson plant was
built, critics have said, without
evidence that it was needed.
Attention turned to the Wilson
plant, sources say, in part
because ot more than S4(X) niillion in construe lion overruns and
also because of tederal insestigi
lions that have led to e%
and admissions of two separate
incidents of bid -rigging
In 1987, a McLean, Va., company, Dynaletric, admitted rigging its bid to win a S16 million
electrical contract at the Wilson
power plant. The company admitted guilt in federal court, was
fined SI million and its former
president received a two-year
prison sentence, with all of the
term suspended except or sok
months.
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Yet the project, once billed as
a prototype space colony, has
been accused of deception and
amateur science and drawn
unflattering comparisons to Disneyland, in part because it
attracted more than 400,000 paying visitors in two years.
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What's all the fuss?
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. LNC.

WASHINGTON TODAY

A new dictionary
analyzes jargon
'inside Beltway'

•

By MIKE FEINS1LBER
Associated Press Writer
WASTINGTON (AP) — Here's confirmation of what many citizens have long suspected: A dictionary can be helpful in understanding what Congress is saying.
So one has been written. "The Congress Dictionary: The Ways
and Meanings of Capitol Hill," by Washington writers Paul Dickson and Paul Clancy, tells what a 500-pound gorilla is and what a
congressman does when he goes "against the mail." It reveals why
a senator might be called a "seatwarmer" and what SCCSIAMRNASNPWPPPPPP stood for.
It stood for the Select Committee to Conduct a Study and Investigation of All Matters Relating to the Need for Adequate Supplies
of Newsprint, Printing and Wrapping Paper, Paper Products, Paper,
Pulp and Plywood.
The committee, with perhaps in the_greatest_accumulatioh_of initials in congressional history, sat just after World War II.
Like all clubs, Congress has its own jargon. Congresstalk tends
to be blunt, hard-bitten, irreverent and cynical.
"Eat the carpet," for exaMple, whar endangered nominees do'
at confirmation hearings to make amends: They crawl.
Zoe Baird did it after news that she hired an illegal alien to care
for her child jeopardized her nomination to become Bill Clinton's
attorney general. She abased herself, apologized, but failed anyway.
Her babysitter had put her on the "slippery slope," as they say in
Congress.
A "neighborhood guy," in this book, is a congressman who
closely identifies with his district. A "love fest" is an overt display of bipartisanship. A "lawyer's bill" is legislation bound to
generate law cases if passed. "Ink" is publicity, as in, "He gets a
lot of ink."
Some terms have seeped from Capitol Hill into currency. You'd
really have to be outside the Beltway not to know that "Inside the
Beltway" refers to the parochialism and political insidcrism of
Washington.
And everyone knows, or can guess, the meaning of "perk,"
"numbers cruncher," "midnight pay raise," and "quick fix."
Anyone who lived through Watergate knows the trouble a
"smoking gun" can cause. Watergate's smoking gun was Richard
Nixon's tapes contradicting his claim that he had been out of the
loop.
But who off the Hill knows about "Air Congress"?
It's the 89th Military Airlift Wing at Andrews Air Force Base,
Md. An audit showed that in one year it devoted 16 percent of its
flights to transporting members of Congress and their families.
A "500-pound gorilla" sits where it wants to and becomes a
problem that can't be ignored. Sen. Byron Dorgan, D-S.D., back
when he was a congressman, told the House, "This is a 500-pound
gorilla. We are talking about deficits of enormous proportions."
Members of Congress who go "against the mail" may be brave,
or foolhardy. Thcy vote against the apparent wishes of constituents.
But "scatwarmers" can vote as they like. They are. senators
appointed by a governor to fill vacancies with the understanding
they will not run in the next election.
Sometimes they get "Potomac fever" and run anyway.
Some Hill terms are old as the hills. The "smoke-filled room,"
where deals are made, dates back to the deadlocked 1920 Republican convention that nominated Warren G. Harding for president
when the bosses picked him privately. A "five percenter," in Harry Truman's day, was an influence peddler who introduced friends
to powerful public figures in exchange for a 5 percent share of the
ensuing contract.
And some are as new as the 1992 campaign, in which rival Paul
Tsongas coined "pander bear" to describe Clinton as a candidate
who pandered.
Another new term is "to Bork," describing what happened to
Supreme Court nominee Robert Bork when the liberals ganged up
against him in 1987.
"Tower rules" refers 'to the stringent personal standards that
were applied to former Sen. John Tower when he was nominated as
defense secretary in 1989.
Tower ate the carpet — he promised not to have another drink if
confirmed — but he was rejected anyway.
Bork refused to dine on broadloom. He was rejected, too.
"The Congress Dictionary" (S29.95) is published by John Wiley
lit Sons. Inc.

•

EDITOR'S NOTE: Mike Feinsilber has been listening to
Congress talk off and on — and on and on — since 1968.

GUEST EDITORIAL
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Sept. 22, La Stampa, Turin. Italy, on Russia:
The 'dramatic turn in Moscow had been long in coming.
It is possible that (Boris) Yeltsin and his squad will emerge as victors in this battle. But the adventurous nature of this decision is evident. The necessity of this move is questionable. Why such a hurry?
The impression which emerges is that influential !ien of Ycltsin's
presidential team have deemed it necessary to accelerate the confrontation with the opposition (the legislative power) before support
behind Yeltsin -plunges further. •
Whatever happens, even if this new "legality" — instituted by
decree
works (with of without blood) it is born stained by a "revolutionary" original sin, of which its creators will not easily cleanse
themselves. It will not be democratic, because they will have to use
force to implement it. And tomorrow, with other means of force, in
other circumstances, other men, no less scrupulous than the present
"winners," will assume the right to impose other "legalities" by
&perm founded on other plebiscites.
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With all the hype and debate. I
couldn't wait to tune in to ABC's
most controversial primetime
program that premiered last Tuesday night.
After all, I couldn't resist all
the alleged violence and sex that
was crammed into "NYPD Blue."
The one-hour police drama has
been slated as "too much for
networks."
When I flipped to the channel
(ABC's Nashville affiliate Channel 2 was the only area affiliate
who aired the program) I wondered if it'd be like "Fatal
Attraction."
Hardly. I personally don't see
what all the debate was about.
Yes, there was some violence,
some nudity and some foul
language.
However, it was not blatantly
shoved into every second of air
time. In fact, I've heard and seen
worse on TV talk shows.
Furthermore, I have to question
all the show's critics.
If "NYPD Blue" is bad, then
daytime soap operas are
horrendous.
For example, in one hour on
any soap, a mother's illegitimate
son will have pre-marital sex
with his girlfriend who is really
his half-sister. And, a jealous
psychopathic disbarred lawyer
will kill his brother's bride at the

CIZOOKED LINES

While the characters in "Maralter because she slept with him
ried With Children" are illiterate,
the night before. All the while, an
obnoxious degenerates, Beavis
alcoholic doctor will be cheating
and Butthcad are complete losers.
on his wife and his taxes after he
abuses his children.
These animated teens use frequent profanity, not to mention
Whew.
lewd gestures. They degrade
So. while daytime soaps, which
women and think crime and viochildren
accessible
to
are more
are "cool, Dude." They can
lence
because of their time slots, are
more profale ,phrases
off
reel
honored with _Emmys and have
than any sailor.
whole magazines and 1-900 numIt seems everyone is getting
bers devoted to them, an evening
riled up about the wrong things.
drama, airing at 9 p.m., is earth
Yes, there were scenes in "NYPD
shattering.
Blue" that were strong. Some of
Additionally, the ç'5 have
screamed the show is s00000 the language was offensive.
offensive. Well, Mr. Critic, have
However, at least the show airs
you ever seen "Married With at a time when parents should be
Children" on Fox or the latest monitoring what their children
watch.
segment of MTV's "Beavis and
Butthcad?"
It is not the duty of a group of
Doubtful.
'critics to censor programming. As
Those show are offensive. with other controversial items
They also happen to air at 6 and such as pornographic magazines,
6:30 p.m. respectively.
music, art and books — if you
Gee, now that's entertainment don't like it, don't buy it, look at
it or listen to it.
for the whole family.,
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Each individual can censor
himself.
• • • •
- I -applaud WKRN Channel 2.
The station's program manager
made a statement during the
show that sums it up. She said it
was not the station's job to censor programs. Management
decided to air "NYPD Blue" with
a disclaimer and let the audience
decide. I appreciate the station's
faith in its viewers.
Meanwhile._ WSIL. Channel 3 in Marion, Ill., and WBBJ Channel 7 in Jackson, Tem., opted to
censor the program. Channel 3
played a country music dance
show while Channel 7 showed an
ancient re-run of "Family Ties."
Odd, huh?
Nationwide, "NYPD Blue"
topped its time slot in ratings
even though 57 out of 225 ABC
affiliates did not air the show.
Stations acrossthe country set
up telephone polls. In Lexington,
61 percent of the callers wanted
the show dropped.
Most stations who aired the
show last week will try again
Tuesday night. I encourage adults,
to tune and and set for themselves. Unlike the show's critics,
who started yelping before the
program ever hit the airwaves,
give the show a chance before
you make a decision.
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Limits reached in higher education
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — In
Kentucky's higher education system, one sees academe's version
of the Big Bang — an expanding
universe of campuses, courses
and programs, programs,
programs.
But after decades of growth
and self-propagation, there are
signs that the outer limits have
been reached.
That was Gov. Brenton Jones'
assessment last week when he
addressed his newly appointed
Higher Education Review
Commission.
The system was built on a
principle that Kentuckians should
have maximum access to a, college education or course work. It
has eight universities, 14 community colleges under the University of Kentucky and a dozen
or more extended -campus
programs.
But with increased access has
come duplication, inefficiency
and the indiscriminate admission
of students unprepared for
college-level work, Jones said.
"We see this system of colleges and universities straining to
meet student, community and
economic.development needs,"
he said.
Summing up his charge to the
commission — find ways to
make the system better — is
simple. Deciding how to do it is
not.
Jones said he wanted the missions of the institutions examined

CAPITOL IDEAS

Charles Wolfe
Associated Press
and refined. That would be challenge enough, considering that
the commission includes the presidents and board chairmen of the
eight universities.
But Jones singled out some
areas for-special attention, all of
which would test the group's
tolerance for pain:
—Program duplication. Which'
programs are absoliiiefineeessary? Does Kentucky really need,
for example, seven separate master's programs in education and
business?
—Funding. Jones said state
budgeting for the institutions
should he based less on the number of students enrolled and more
on student performance and
achievement.
— Admission standards. Unprepared freshmen, many needing
remedial work and all at highest
risk of dropping or flunking out,
are a drag on university resources. Should, high school seniors
who score below average on
college-entrance exams even be
admitted to a four-year college?
Should they be required to begin
at a community college and earn

their way to a larger campus?
—Community colleges. The
statewide community college system should be the point of entry
into higher education for most
Kentuckians and remedial
courses should be confined there.
Minimum admission standards
should be established for
associate-degree programs. All
the universities except UK Ind
the University of Louisville
should develop a distinct community college program on campus. Students moving up to a
main campus should be able to
transfer all credits.
—Expansion. Resist it, Jones
too
said. "We have become
eager to please with a shallow
revenue base," he said. Kentucky
has more than 20 independert
colleges and junior colleges;
overseers of the public system
should find some way to use
them.
•
Jones told the commission it
had an opportunity to lay the
ground work for a higher education system driven by quality, not
quantity. He did not mention a
couple of other possibilities! It

could start a battle royal, or the
whole idea could die on the vine.
The presidents, after all, are
keepers of the present system.
Some of their predecessors have
themselves been powerful politicians — Robert Martin at Eastern
Kentucky University, Adron
Doran at Morehead State --- and
most of their schools have jealous
defenders in key positions in the
General Assembly.
Perhaps as a counterbalance,
Jones also appointed to the commission the four chairmen of the
House and Senate budget and
education committees. There
seems to be no illusions about the
challenge.
"It's going to be some real
hard decisions as- to which unrversity is going to drop which
program," said Senate Education
Chairman Ed Ford.
But Rep. Marshall Long, chairman of the House Appropriations
aTRI Revenue Committee, said he
believed the presidents were
ready to make changes.
"The issue is, can we continue
funding these programs that let
(the universities) be all things to
all People. Obviously we cannot," Long said..
"I think (the presidents) under'
stand the fiscal realities facing
this state — that the bucket's
about empty"
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
reporter for The Associated
Press.
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Toastmasters will meet tonight
Purchase Toastmasters will meet tonight (Monday) at 6 p.m. at
University Branch of Bank of Murray. Pamela Dawes. evening
toastmaster, will introduce three planned speakers, Paul Holt, Donna Baldwin-Amato. and Margaret Welch. Betty Boster will read
from selected, histonal Speeches. Barbara Frank will recite the
evening's poem. PT, affiliated with Toastmasters International, provides a local forum for speaking and management leadership.
Guests are always welcome to joint his area organization for this or
any bi-weekly meeting.
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Murray City to offer classes
Murray City Schools will offer after school enrichment classes
again this fall. Classes wilLanclude Spanish. French. chess. Christmas gingerbread'houses. tennis, and a college preparedness workshop especially for high school students and their families.
Announcements will be sent home via students on Monday or
Tuesday, Sept. 27 or 28. Also the letter listing volunteer requests
for the year will he sent home via students on Wednesday or Thursday, Sept. 29 and 30. Parents arc asked to watch for both forms.
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Forres' reception on Tuesday
Bill FORCS who retired from U-Tote-Em Grocery at Hazel after
40 years will be honored at a retirement reception on Tuesday.
Sept. 28. from 7 to 8 p.m. at Hazel Community Center, Barnett
Street, Hazel. The public is invited to attend this special event. For
more information call 492-8796_
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Story Hours scheduled
Story Hours will be at 10:30 a.m. and Parents and Twos at 9:30
a.m. on Tuesday and Wednesday. Sept. 28 and 29, at Calloway
County Public Library. The theme this week will be "Hark. Hark,
The Dogs Do Bark" according to Sandy L. Linn, children's program leader. For more information c-att---the---Ithrary at 753-2288.

Singles (SOS) plans activities
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will will meet Tuesday.
Sept. 28; at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. "Maintenance
in tour Life" will be the theme of the program. The SOS is a nonprofit. nondenominational, support and social group for single
adults, whether always single. separated,- divorced or widowed. For
more information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda. 437-4414.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Tuesday, Sept. 28, at 930 a.m. This weekly event is for
all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Phebian Class meeting Tuesday
The -Phebian Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will
have a potluck supper meeting on Tuesday. Sept. 28, at 5:30 p.m.
at the home of Bonnie and Vester
Ccdarling Hills Subdivision,
Kentucky Lake. This will be for members and guests. Martha
Moore is class teacher. Margie Shown, president. urges all members and associate members to attend.

Phi Delta Kappa event Tuesday
Phi Delta Kappa International at Murray State University will
release its 25th Annual PDK/Gallup Poll on "The Public's Attitudes Toward the Public Schools." This will be in 3 special Satellite Telecast starting at 6:30 p.m. in Room 142 of Collins Industry
and Technology Building, MSU. All interested persons are invited,
according to Dr. Robert Lewis, PDK president.

TOPS Open House Tuesday
Murray TOPS KY #34 will have its annual open hours on Tuesday, Sept:28, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church,
Main and 16th Streets, Murray. The public is invited. For information call 759-9964.
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Venda). Sept. 21
Machias Smaday School Class of First
Baptist Church/potluck meal with guests/
5-30 pm /home of Bonnie and Vester Orr
Calloway County High School events
include Boys Soccer/6 pm and Girls
Soccer/4 pm at Marshall County
Calloway Coesty Middle School events

Murrav

Iron Industry /10 411 a ril and I 10
p m Momeplavc. Planct•rium Shwa I I

Tuesday, Sept. 21
Phi Delta Kappa special program/6 10
pm /Boom 142, Collms Building. Murray
State University
Murray Limas Chsb/6 30 pm NUM',
Woman's Club House
Murray Kentucky Lake Chapter of

1FtPqloon/lIoliday Inn Open to inter
coed persons
Bill Forree retirement reception/7 h
p m ,Ilalel Community Center
Into?4,02 g'1041
Al-tirrimer•s Support Group
mccting/4 10 pm /board room of Murray
Callovvay County Hospital
Health Express of Murray Calloway

COunty Ilospital/Callossay County Public
I ibrary /Is 10 I I 10 am and 12 30 1 pm
Prepared

Childbirth

Class/7

p m [Murray Calloway County Hospital
Calloway County Purblic library events
include Parents andTwos/'4 10 a m and
Story llour/10 10 am
Singles Organizatiomal Society (SOS)/7
p m /Chamber of Commerce Info/Jeanne,
751 0224 or I Ind& 437 4414
Ladies Sight dinner at Murray Country
C1ub/7 pm Reservations/7'31 6111
Bingo/' pm ;Knights of Columbus

building
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky 034/host
Presbyterian Church open
house/6 40 7 10 pm Info/759 9964
Coffee Break at Martini Chapel United
Methodist ChurchN 30 a m
Parents Anonymous/6 p m

Info/743 0082
Hazel Center/open 10 am 2 pm /for

senior cititens. activities
Dealer Center/senior activitics/9 10 a m
Neaks (enter/open X am 4 pm /for

senior citimns. activities

include football at Tngg County
Murray High School events include
Academic Team hosts Carlisle and Eng&
Soccer DH at Ty Holland field/5 10 pm
First District Choral Festival at Curio
Center, Murray State University Info/
762-4516.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Out/9 am and 3 pm
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Eva Wall Mission Group/2 p m . Young

m
Marned
ectineCptass
m -hosting- revival prase,
Grace Baptist Church events include
Senior Saints lunc.heon,1 I A() a m
First Christian Church events include
Adult prayer time for youth',
/pariow
Sa trn.
Church events include

Evening Praycris 15 pm
Anisayantrusioprn niecting,14
pm /American Legion Ilall. South Sisth
and Maple Streets. Murray
•
Social Security re-presentative/10 10
a m 12 35) pm A:alto...is County Public
library
er
West
Kentucky
Museum/operCX 10 am 4 lc pm
Lamd Seisms the lakes events 'mind('
a m and 2 p

Center

M

Oaks'ladies
plan activities
Wednesday
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will he Wednesday.
Sept. 29.
Bridge will be plascd at
3.111.

Golf play will start at 9 III d
with Shirley Wade as hostess.
Pairings will he made at the tee.
The lineup is as tollosks Winners of golf plas on Wednesday. Sept. 22, have been
released by Sue Lamb. hostoss, as
follows•
Championship - I.aura Parker,
first, Shirley Wade, second:
First flight - Grace 13111eS, first,
Sue Wells, second:
Second flight - Bronda Parker.
first, Joanne lionelanger, second;
Third flight - LaVerne Claxton.
first, Crystal Parks, second:
Fourth flight - Bobbie Burks
I irst, Anna Lou Coleman, second

Ladies ot Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday. Sept. 29, at 93(5 3.111.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. For reservations or cancellations call Eva Morris.
Goli will he played at .9:30
a.m. with Ann Brown and Geri
Anderson as hostesses
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee. II a person is unable to play, please call
one of the hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:
TeeI - lnus Ou, Tont& Face. -Toni
Hopson. Mary 0 Day.
Tee 2 - Frances Hulse Betty Stewart. Venela Sexton. Betty Jo Purdom.
Tee 4 - Norma Frank Rainey
Apperson Margaret Shutlett. Cathryn
Garrott
Ti. 5 - Mary Bogard Peggy Shoemaker Faira Alexander Dianne
VillanOva

Ladies' Night Out at Murray Country Club will be Tuesday,
Sept. 28. The menu will be chicken pasta salad and dessert with the
cost being S5.50 per person. The meal will be served at 7 p.m.
Reservations must be made by Monday night by calling 753-6113.

Career Seminar Wednesday
as•

The American Humanics Program will hold a carce seminar on
Wednesday, Sept. 29, at 3:30 p.m. in Barkley Room of Curtis Center, Murray State University. There will he a panel discussion about
' the ins and outs of Non-Profit Agency Administration. Speakers
will include professions from YCA, Boys Clubs of America.
American Red Cross and others. This is open to the public. For
information call 762-3808.

Hazel Woman's Club held its
first meeting of the 1991-44 club
sear on Thursday. Sept. 16. at
Hazel Community Center;
Clarkie Butterworth, president.
presided. The program was on
membership with each member
inviting a guest.
The devotion was given by
Esnn Whisenant
Further plans were discussed
lot.the special e_verits_utthe cluh
the • Hazel Das- Celebration .on
Saturday, (kt. 2.
Hostesses Were Ine./ Butterworth, Linda ,Bennett, Debbie
Boa/ and Nina Butterworth.
two guests presentwere Lisa
Satterwhite and Vickie Emdses
Other members present were
Janice Wilkerson, Nancy Oyerhey, Judy Paschall, Pat Dalton,
Elaine Paschall, Betty Hudson.
Belinda Elliott. Pat Latimer, Linda Thomas, Pally Knott, Hilda
Bennett, Sands Craig, Sandra
Gallimore, Mars lint 1 tddlc. Sha
rim Ray, Cindy Wilson and Rita
Emery

The local chapter of Parents Anonymous will meet Tuesday.
Sept 28. at 6 p m For more information call 753-0082.

Rebekah Brock & Marc Duchene
Cindy Bailey & Dean Gillihan
Lisa WilILiuts & Orlando Valdes
For all bridal registries,"Seleclions" will give a place setting
of their chosen china or stoneware. Come by or call for
details.
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EASY SPIRIT
TRUNK SHOW
A representative will he
OH hand to show you the
different styles and answer
your questions. Find the
shoes to best- fit your lifestyle!
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FRAME UP!

Visit Bright's from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
on September 29th

Showcase your
favorite photos,
paintings, and
posters with our
distinctive framing.
We offer custom
design and expert
craftsmanship, plus
a large selection of
ready-made frames.
Don't put it off
any longer—visit us
today and put it on
the wall!

Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday. Sept. 29, at 4 p.m. in the home economics room of the school. Jerry Ainley, principal, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Parents- Anonymous Tuesday

OUR BRIDAL
REGISTRY

invites you to the

CCHS Council will meet

Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday, Sept. 28,
at 5:15 p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all
interested persons. OA is a fellowship pf men and women from all
walks of life who meet in order to help solve a common problem
— compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is
a desire_to =peaking,rnmpulsively. OA is patterned after A-Icelnalles Anonymous program. There are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins I
and no diets.

Overall low- putts - three way
tie - Betty Stewart, Dianne Villanova and Betty' Jo Purdom.

200=ITS

In the announcement of the 68th wedding anniversary ol Mr. and
Mrs. Lanis Phillips, published on Friday, some of the information was
listed incorrectly.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillips have two living C4hildren. Earl Phillips and
silk. Delores, and Mrs. Essie Morrison. Their deceased children are
Bessie Parrish, Robert Phillips and Louise Phillips.

Persons having yard sales are encouraged to hold any left over
children's and infants' clothing for donation to the Community
Resource Fair Clothing Exchange to be held Oct. 23. Collection of
clothes for the- Exchange wilr begin Oct. 11 at National Guard
Armory and cotinuc week days through Oct. 21. The Community
Resource Fair is being coordinated by the Calloway County
Schools Family Resource Center. For more information call the
center at 753-3070.

Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday

Winners of play on. Wednesday. Sept. 22, have been released
hs Marian Poole and Beth Belote,
hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight winner finis Orr
First flight winner
Vcncla
Se‘ton.
Second flight winner - Betty
Scott.
Third flight winner • Frances
Richey:
Fourth flight winner - Marion
po,

Names corrected on event

Yard sale leftovers are wanted

I

Ti. 7 Nancy Haverstock. BMW
Wilson. Frances Richey Billie C0h0On.
Tel• Edith Garrison, Betty Scott
Rowena Cullom, Martha Sue Ryan.
Tee 10 • Louise Lamb, Pat Claypool, Ann Brown LaVerne Ryan
Tee 11 • Matson Poole. Rebecca
West, Beth Belot* Sue Callahan

Hazel Woman's
Club meets at
Hazel Center

Ladies' Night Out Tuesday

Tbalance,
the cornen of the
dget and
There
about the

omc real
hich unl
)1) which
Education

Meeday, Sept. 27
Calloway Covet) Republicans/7
pm /Calloway County Public Library
Morray-Calloway County Chapter of
NAACP/7 pm /Willis Community Center
Slagle Too/7 p /Louie s Steak House
Info/Wynnona. 753-7845. or Joe.
11527 9177_
Adult Great Rooks Discussion Group/7
pm Calloway County Public Library
West Kestucky Playwrights Festival
Suppon Group(7 pm /Playhouse in the
Park Info/7S-9279
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer hire
Deparunent/6 10 p m /Water Valley Com
munity Center
First Chrtztlam Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 77/6 30 pm. Murray
Christian kfllowship annual meeting/7
p_m_
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Puppets/8 pm
Heal lolled Methodist Church events
include Reach Out Callers IV/4 pm .
Adult Disciple Bible Study/6 pm
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
pm /Murray Calloway County Hospital
AA and Al-Amem closed discussion
meeting/8 pm /Amencan Legion Build
mg. South Siath and Maple Streets
Info/751 8136 or 435 4314
West Kentucky Playwrights/7 pm
infor cg I/52
%rather West Kentucky Museum/open
830 am 4(5 pm
Toastmasters/6
Purchase
pm no crsity Branch of Bank of

Ladies of Murray Country
Club to play golf and bridge

Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing"
The

Register for two pair of Easy
Spirit shoes to be given away.
You choose style and size!

ALLERY„
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.on..
301 N. 12th St, University Square • 759-1019
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W000sh!
Middle Tennessee's big blue streak
rips by Racers en route to 45-3 win
By DAVID RAMEY
Stall Writer
That sound flying by the Murray State Racers was Middle
Tennessee.
The Blue Raider running game
rolled up 317 yards and MTSU
strolled to an impressive 45-3
win over the Racers in Ohio Valley Conference play Saturday.
The win pushed Middle Tennessee, ranked No. 4 in Division
I-AA to 2-1 on the year, and 1-0
in the OVC. Murray State fell to
1-3 overall and 1-1 in league
play.
Middle tailbacks Kippy Bayless (145 yards and two touchdowns) and Rodney Shelton (106
yards and two touchodwns) were
Just too quick for the Racers.
"It's the- speed of the game we
haven't seen, and it's tough to
simulate that during the week,"
Racer coach Houston Nutt said.
"He (Bayless) is the small, shifty
hack like Barry Sanders, and you
can't simulate that. Even Kelvin
Anderson (Southeast Missouri's
top tailback). isn't that fast. It's
Just..."
Nutt then made a whooshing
sound — a sound that was prob-

Middle Tenn. 45, Racers 3
310 0-3
*army St
17 7 7 14-41
114dis Taw
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We weren't tackling as a defense,
the way we should have been.
Maybe it would have been a little
different, but they took advantage
of every mistake we made. They
took it to us."
Even Donnelly, who is hard to
please, could find little fault with
the Blue Raider performance.
"I thought we played sound,"
Donnelly said. "We came in with
a good game plan, and I thought
we did what we wanted to do
defensively, and did what we
wanted to do offensively. I was
very pleased with the way we
executed."
The Racers struck first. MSU
quarterback Butch Mosby
directed a solid 11 play, 53-yard
drive as the Racers moved to the
Middle 13 before settling for a,
field goal from Chris Dill.
Bayless then had runs of 12, 17
and 9 yards to set up a Garth Petrilli field goal that tied the game
at 3-3311.
That's when Middle Tennessee
showed their speed on defense.
On third down, a Mosby pass
was tipped and picked off by

ably a pretty good imitation of a
Middle back rushing past a Murray State defender.
"All you need is a tie (with
blocks), and he's in the secondary...Ajid we haven't seen that,"
Nutt said.
"They're fast for sure," MSU
linebacker Jimmy Stratton said.
"We expected them to be quick.
They Just make things happen • See Page 7

Jansson makes Racer history
with trip to SCC championship
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State men's tennis player Martin Jansson did what no
other tennis player in the glorious history of Racer tennis today
when he reached the finals of the prestigious Southern Collegiate
Championships in Athens, Ga.
Jansson, from Varberg, Sweden, went into this morning's final as
an unseecled singles player. He met the University of Florida's
Randy Baldemore, seeded No. 5. (Results were not available).
MSU tennis coach Bennie Purcell, who has won 11 Ohio Valley
Conference championships in 24 years, has never had a player
reach even the quarterfinals of the SCC, hosted by the University
of Georgia.
En route to his championship appearance, Jansson knocked off
seeded players from the University of South Carolina, Georgia,
Georgia Tech and Alabama-Birmingham.

STEVE PARKERL.og. & T,mes photo
Murray State linebacker Chad Gann (32) zeroes in for the hit on Middle Tennessee running back Brigham
Lyons in the second half of Saturday's 45-3 Blue Raider win.

Northern Exposure pays for Lakers
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
It was quite an excitingii
,
weekend for Calloway County'
athletic teams on their voyages
north.
With the Laker football team
blasting Union County on Friday night, the Calloway boys'
soccer team ventured a few
miles north to Evansville, Ind.
on Saturday to play Evansville
Bosse.
Calloway, coming off a
defeat to rival Murray High on
Thursday, used the Northern
Exposure to end a four-game

losing streak with a 1-0 win.
"We made so few mental and
fundamental mistakes in this
game that we just never gave
Bosse a lot of opportunities."
said a happy Bill Miller, head
coach of the Lakers (5-6).
"We have .played some good
first halls this year, hut Saturday we put together two good
halfs."
The Lakers were clearly intimidated at first but when Beau
Jones just missed from 10 yards
out early in the firs half the
players' confidence began to

build.
Facing a tough wind and miserable playing conditions, Calloway had their work cut out
for them in the second half.
The game winner came with
12 minutes left in the contest
when Jesse Arant headed a
cross from the left corner from
Jones past the goalkeeper.
Calloway sat on the lead and
rode out Bosse's comeback
attempts.
Calloway will put their newfound confidence to work Tuesday night when they travel to

Kickers dominate NFL's fourth weekend
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Sports Writer
In pro football, the operative word is "foot."
There were game-winning field goals Sunday and long
field goals, but there weren't too many missed field goals.
And that seems the trend this season, with kickers converting 163 field goals in 202 attempts. The league-wide
accuracy rate of 81 percent is up from last year's 73
percent.
There have been almost as many field goals as touchdowns — 163 to 178. That too is a big change from last
year. when the ratio was 561 FGs to 958 TDs.
The game-winners:
- Nlorten Andersen made a 49-yarder with 5 seconds
left, giving the New Orleait Saints a 16-13 victory over
the San Francisco 49ers.
— Fuad Revetz made a 22-yarder with 6 seconds left in
Minnesota's 15-13 decision over Green Bay.

111111111111

The long ones:
— Steve Christie of Buffali3 kicked a 59-yarder, the
third-longest in NFL history, in Buffalo's 22-13 loss to
Miami. "When you've got the wind, you've got the confidence to say: 'Oh, why not,— he said.
— Greg Davis of Phoenix connected from 54 yards in
the Cardinals' 26-20 loss to Detroit.
In other games. Indianapolis beat Cleveland 23-10, the
Los Angeles Rams downed Houston 28-13, Chicago routed
Tampa Bay 47-17, the New York Jets ripped New England
45-7 and Seattle defeated Cincinnati 19-10.
Tonight, Pittsburgh plays at Atlanta.
Denver, Kansas City, the Los Angeles Raiders, San
Diego, Dallas, the New- York Giants, Philadelphia and
Washington had the weekend off.
Saints 16, 49ers 13
At New- Orleans, Wade Wilson engineered a 45-yard

KY
FARM
BUREAU

II See Page 7

Braves few shy of third NL West title
The Associated Press

C.)

drive in the final minute alter Mike Coler's 30-yard held
goal had tied the score with 1 - 14 left.
"I never had any concern about Wade's ability to get
the job done," Saints coach Jim Mora said. "He's proven
he can do what we want to do. That last drive was 3 heck
of a job."
Wilson started the drive with a shovel pass to Dalton
Hilliard for 9 yards, then hit Eric Martin for 15 and
scrambled for 7. He connected on another 9-yarder to Martin to set up Andersen's kick.
The 49ers (2-2) lost for only the third time in their last
dozen games with the Saints (4-0).
Vikings 15, Packers 13
At Minneapolis, Reveit's kick was set up by Jim McMahon's 45-yard pass to a- wide-open Eric Guliford that put
the ball at the Packers' 5.

Most seasons, 100 victories is
plenty to finish in first place. The
Atlanta Braves still need a few
more wins, though.
Jeff Blauscr's two-run single
started a four-run seventh inning
to snap a tie and Atlanta went on
to beat Philadelphia 7-2 Sunday
at Veterans Stadium, improving
to 100-56.
San Francisco (98-57) kept
pace with Atlanta by beating visiting San Diego 5-2 behind Billy
2
/
Swift's 20th victory to stay 11
games behind the Braves and one
in the loss column.

"1 thought in the low 90s
would win it," Braves manager
Bobby Cox said. "Cincinnati was
a choice in the spring but they
had a lot of injuries. And San
Diego traded off its roster."
Despite the loss, the Phillies'
magic number for clinching the
NL East title was reduced to
three as second-place Montreal
lost at New York.
Steve Avery (17-6) pitched six
innings for Atlanta, allowing four
hits and two runs as the Braves
improved to 27-7 this season

Rated:
A•• Superior

when he starts.
With the score 2-2, pinch -hitter
Delon Sanders opened the
seventh with a walk and
advanced to second on a wild
pitch by Curt Schilling (15-7).
Otis Nixon then beat out a bunt,
with Sanders taking third. Nixon
stole second without a throw and
Blauscr hit a 3-2 pitch for a tiebreaking single.
At Candlestick Park, Swift
became the Giants' second
20-game winner this season and
Barry Bonds hit his fourth home
run in three games.

Cooper
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

'75384703

Call 7534563

Bob
Cornelison

For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

--TIRES

With Swift (20-8) and John
Burkett (20-7), San Francisco
became the first team to have two
10-game winners since the 1990
Oakland Athletics, who accomplished the feat with Bob Welch
and Dave Stewart.
Swift allowed three hits in
eight innings, retiring the last 12
batters he faced. Doug Bmcail
dropped to 3-13.
"I was actually nervous,"
Swift said. "You're sitting in the
clubhouse three hours before the
game and thinking about it.

Tires at
Pocket Pleasing
Prices!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111

Marshall County for an important district contest.
"If we can play another good
80 minutes at Marshall. I think
we'll do fine," Miller said.
• Calloway's junior varsity
dropped a 3-1 decision Saturday
with Nicholas Helton scoring
the lone Laker goal.
• • • •
Murray High's boys/girls
doubleheader at Madisonville
Saturday was cancelled, but the
Lady Tigers did drop a 2-1 con• See Page 7

U.S. golfers
storm back
to keep Cup
SUTTON COLDFIELD,
England (AP) — Davis Love
Ill scored the critical, comeback point as the United States
sucessfully defended the Ryder
Cup, 15-13 against Europe.
Love, 1-down with two to
play, won the last two holes
against Costantino Rocca of
Italy to give the United States
2 points.
/
131
Ray Floyd had a 2-up victory over Jose Maria Olazabal
of Spain. Paul Azinger birdied
the last hole to halve the final
match against Nick Faldo of
England. Tom Kite had a 5
and 3 win over Masters
champion Bernhard Langer of
Germany.
The victory was the United
States' 23rd against five losses
and two ties. It was only the
second American triumph in
10 years and first in three tries
at the Belfry.
Joakim Haeggman of Sweden won 1 -up over John Cook,
but Jim Gallagher beat Seve
Ballestcros of Spain 3 and 2.
In other matches, Fred Couples and Ian Woosnam of
Wales halved; Chip Beck beat
Barry Lane of England; Colin
Montgomerie of Scotland beat
Lee Janzen 1 -up: Peter Baker
of England beat Corey Pavin
2-up; and Payne Stewart
defeated Mark James of England 3 and 2.
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Blue Jays, White Sox ready to celebrate

SPORTS

BRIEFS
Brett leaving Royals with a bang
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) — George Breu announced his retire-.
ment from the Kansas City Royals on Saturday after 20 seasons.
On Sunday. he homered twice and drove in five runs, hitting a
winning homer in the 10th for a 9-8 victory over California. It was
his first five-RBI game since May 22, 1988.
He now has 1,119 extra base hits, passing Hall of Famers Jimmie
Foss and Ted Williams to stand 10th on the all-time list.

The Associated Press
This could be a big night lor
celebrations in the American
League
"When we got to this stage,
we certainly hoped to do it in

-SEATTLE—(AP) — Randy Johnson of the Seattle Mariners
became the 12th pitcher in major-league history to strike out 300
batters in a season Sunday' when he fanned Ruben Sierra of Oakland in the ninth inning.
Johnson, the major-league strikeout leader, got a standing ovation from the Kingdome crowd after his 12th strikeout of.the game.
Johnson joined a group that includes Vida Blue, Steve Carlton,
Bob Feller, Walter Johnson, Sandy Koufax, Mickey Lolich, Sam
McDowell, J R Richard. Nolan Ryan, Mike Scott and Rube
Waddell.

-

•Northern...
three goals for them. But we
played well."
The loss dropped the Lady
Tigers to 8-4.
The Tiger boys will meet
Lyon County Tuesday night at
Ty Holland Stadium, while the
girls will visit Henderson County on Saturday.

II Kickers dominate...
FROM PAGE 6
Green Bay safety LeRoy Butler, responsible for deep coverage
on the play, described his
thoughts when he saw Guliford
unguarded: "It was a mirage."
In -its previous game, Green
Bay (1-2) let Philadelphia pull
even on a long pass and win on a
field goal with 5 seconds -left.
McMahon, signed by the Vikings (2-1) as a free agent in the
offseason, has won his last nine
starts against the Packers.
Dolphins 22, Bills 13
At Miami, the Dolphins scored
the first four times they touched
the ball, and suddenly it was 19-0
with the crowd of 79,635 awfully
quiet.
The same thing happened last
year as Miami handed Buffalo its
first loss of the season on the
Bills' home field. Both teams arc
2-1 and in a four-way tic for first
in the AFC East.
Dan Marino, who finished
26-of-32 for 282 yards, threw a
36-yard touchdown pass to Irving
Fryar and also ran 4 yards for a
touchdown. Fryer had seven
catches for 103 yards, and Terry
Kirby had six catches for 91
yards.
"We put a hell of a whooping
on them,'' Miami linebacker
Bryan Cox said.
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Lions 26, Cardinals 20
At Pontiac, Mich., Andre Ware
led his team past Phoenix (1-3)
but is not happy with his coach.
Wayne Fontes refused to name
Ware the No. I starter after his
11-of-24, I94-yard afternoon.
"Wednesday will be our first
day back at practice," Fontes
said. "I'll look at the films and
then I'll decide who will be our
quarterback."
"What's he going to do?"
Ware asked. "Try out a quarterback every week?"
Detroit (3-.) recovered a.
fumble by Steve Beuerlein with
just under two minutes left,
ending Phoenix's last chance for
a tying score.
Colts 23, Browns 10
At Indianapolis, the Colts (2-1)
kept Cleveland (3-1) from
becoming the league's second 4-0
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FROM PAGE 6
Anthony Hicks. Hicks raced to
the goal line, where he fumbled.
but teammate Markec Tate rectoered in the- end -Zone and -MTSU
led 10-3.
'The interception gave them a
big lift, and really opened the
floodgates for us real quick,"
Nutt said'.
,The Racers were forced to
punt, and Bayless ripped off a
26-yard gain, MTSU quarterback
Kelly Holcomb tossed a I9-yard
catch to Dennis Mimms, and
Bayless scored from 11 yards out
to make it 17-3 and the rout was
on.
Bayless added a scoring run in
the second quarter, finishing with
an 11.2 yards per carry on the
night.
"He's so quick. I didn't realize
he's that quick. The film doesn't
do him justice," Nutt said.
Brigham Lyons rushed for a
score in the third quarter and
Shelton rushed for two more in
the fourth quarter.
Meanwhile, the Racers were
being stuffed by Middle's
defense. Mosby, coming off OVC
ayer of the Week honors, was
just 7 of 19 throwing and threw 2
interceptions.
"They had more speed than I
thought they did," Mosby said.
"Their linebackers are just as fast
as their DBs. They drop so far on
passes, and still they have ever
lane covered. You don't have a
throwing window open."
"Here's the difference," Nutt
said. "Those windows don't stay
open very long. If you don't
throw it on time, or anticipate, it
ain't going to get there. Their
ends are 6-6. You're throwing
through a crack."
They also took away Murray's
sprint out and Option game after
the first scoring drive.
"They made a couple of adjustments," Nutt said. "They had
somebody tackle the fullback

everytimc. lhey had somebody
really scrape the quarterback and
strung everybody out and made
you go sideline to sideline. And
again: speed. speed; speed. It's
hard to face 'up to that esery
snap."
, Freshman Cory Rodney dal
have his best effort so far as a
Racer in relief of Mosby, going 9
of 18 throwing. He also threw an
interception.
"When he gets on a roll, and
we're behind and he thinks he
has to create something, he gets
away from his reads and tries to
Force things, and that's when he
gets in trouble." Nutt said.
Nutt also reiterated that he felt
Middle Tennessee, who has
beaten Murray State by a combined score of III-9 in the last
two years, is better than No. I
ranked Marshall, who beat the
Racers 29-3 two weeks ago.
"They're better than Marshall.
Middle Tennessee can beat Marshall." Null said. "They are so
much laqer, it isn't close."
While Middle Tennessee prepares to face Tennessee State in a
rare Sunday game next week at
Vanderbilt Stadium, the Racers
will visit Tennessee -Martin
Saturday at 7 p.m.
Murray State has now lost 12,
straight on the road. and I; 2-21
on the road since 1988.
"I think we'll bounce back,"
Mosby said. "We've got to get
over that hump of losing all the
road games. If we get over that
hump, we'll be all right."
"We're not going to get kicked
now," Stratton said. "We're
going to rise to the occasion and
play some ball."
Nutt, in his first year as coach
of the Racers, hope that in the
end, Middle Tennessee is a
destination.
"This is where we want to be.
This is where we want to get to,"
Nutt said. "Daggumit, they're
pretty much bigger and faster."

REVIVAL
Elm Grove
Baptist Church

MSU College of Education

Alumni Homecoming
Breakfast

la\

Saturday, Oct. 9th
at 8 a.m.
Murray Middle School

Don't
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:yclable!
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Murray State 45-3 and TennesThe Associated Press
Tech stopped Morehead
see
the
be
to
proved
Austin Peay
State
21-3.
right tonic for an Eastern KenIn
Cookeville, Tenn.,
tucky football team smarting
Michael Penis rushed for 138
from consecutive losses to
yards and a touchdown and
begin the season.
caught a 17-yard TD pass as
Eastern coach Roy Kidd gave
much of the -credit to his offen- —Tennessee Tech _downed_ Morehead State. Penix, a sophomore
sive line as the Colonels rolled
who replaced Willie
tailback
up 467 yards rushing in winwhen
he injured.his knee
Queen
ning 48-7 Saturday.
in the first quarter, had his first
"I challenged the offensive
1(X)-yard rushing game.
line," Kidd said. "I told them
Morehead State (1-3, 0-1
to get in there and knock somescored on Atle Larson's
OVC)
body off the ball.
43-yard field goal in the second
"I'm surprised we beat Ausquarter. Tech held Morehead
tin Pcay that bad. I thought they
State to minus-6 yards rushing
really
we
but
better,
would be
and 49 passing.
needed this, game."
In Bowling Green. Eddie
In other games Saturday,
Thompson ran for one touch18th-ranked Louisville defeated
down and thresv for three more
Texas 41-10, Western Kentucky
as Western Kentucky (3-1) beat
routed Alabama -Birmingham
Alabama-Birmingham.
40-13, Middle Tennessee beat

•Middle Tennessee's...

quarter comeback. Unlike last
week, he didn't succeed. TesLaver& threw an interception and
fumbled in the end zone on
Cleveland's last two 'chances.
Jack Trudcau led the Colts on
a 65-yard drive ending in a 6-yard TD run by Anthony Johnson to
,
make it 16-10 with 3:14 left. Jeff
Herrod fell on Tcstaverde's
fumble in the end zone for the
fin.al touchdown with 1:19 to go.
Rams 28, Oilers 13
At Houston, Warren Moon
connected with Ernest Givens on
an 80-yard TD pass midway
through the third quarter to cut
the Oilers' deficit to 14-13, but
Jim Everett came back with
touchdown passes of 22 yards to
Travis McNeal and 48 yards to
Henry Ellard.
"It's a very, very satisfying
feeling to win in here, especially
coming in a decided underdog,"
Los Angeles coach Chuck Knox
said. The Rams are 2-2 and
Houston 1-3.
Bears 47, Buccaneers 17
At Chicago, kicker Kevin Butler was perfect, hitting from 33,
40, 32 and 31 yards, and Jim
Harbaugh passed for two touchdowns and ran for another in
Dave Wannstedt's first victory as
Bears coach.
"We're headed in the right
direction. ... It's something to
build on," Wannstedt said.
The Bears are 1-2. The Bucs
(0-3) were out of this one by
halftime.
Jets 45, Patriots 7
At East Rutherford, N.J., Bill
Parcells' team didn't look anything like the teams he used to
coach at Giants Stadium. The
Patriots (0-4) gave up 35 straight
points in a first half in which
they were outgained 233 yards to
41.
"We were completely outclassed in every way," Parcells
said. "That wasn't even a good
scrimmage."
Seahawks 19, Bengais 10
At Cincinnati, Harold Green of
the Bengals (0-4) fumbled in his
own end zone with 4:26 left and
Rod Stephens pounced on it for a
touchdown, giving Seattle (2-2)
the deciiiing points.
"That's a game that makes old
men of coaches," Seattle coach
Tom Flores said.

.

brunt of the hometown crowd and
a party in the SkyDorne,"
Paul Molitor of the Blue Jays
said after a 7-3 loss to the Yankees in Toronto's final home game
of the season
Toronto. seeking its third conhave

Eastern Kentucky gets
well, whips Austin Peay;
Tech downs Morehead

Seattle's Johnson joins whiff wizards

FROM PAGE 6
test to Fort Knox Saturday.
Murray trailed 2-0 at halftime
before Sara Fitts scored on an
assist from Maggie Snyder in
the second half.
"We outshot them 22-12,"
Murray High coach John Gressler said. "They had an excellent
goalie, who probably saved

Come eat and cisit
with old friends and watch
the parade from the front lawn.

For Reservations
Call (502)762-3817

•

September 26-30
Guest Speaker - Rev. Wayne Carter
Pastor of

Baptist
Ledbetter. Ky.

Ohio Volley

Church

Pastor - Rev. David Brasher
Song Leader - Don Smith

•

•

vecutive AL East title and fourth
in five years, plays at Milwaukee
tonight, and Molitor will have a
chance to clinch in front of his
former Brewers teammates.
"We would've liked to get it
done here," Blur Jays third baseman Ed Sprague said.
Chicago clinched a tic by beating Texas 5-3 in the opener of a
doubleheader, then lost 3-1.in the
second game.
"It's not over 'til they

clinch," said Julio Franco, who
put the Rangers ahead in the second game with an RBI double in
the eighth. "We're not going to
quit."
The White Sox are home
against Seattle tonight, while the
Rangers play next on Tuesday
night at Oakland.
"I don't think we've ever
played more exciting games than
we did today." Ozzie Guillen
said.
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Larry Krouse Insurance
739-9888

105 N. 12th (Next to mcDonakt's)

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross
Insurance
Agency
6th 8. Main
753-0189

Parker Ford
Lincoln - Mercury
Welcomes...

Chuirriurin'it Award Winner
For Sri-en Consecutive Yearii
1986 1987 19881989 1990 1991-1992

Charlie Hargrove
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury would like to welcome
Charlie Hargrove as the newest member of their awardwinning sales staff.
Before coming to Parker Ford, Charlie was the golf pro at
the Oaks Country Club for the past nine years.
His wife Mary Ann is secretary to Academic Affairs at
Murray State University. Charlie and Mary Ann have three
children Landon Barrow, Seth Barrow and Grant Barrow.
Charlie is real excited about being a part ofthe Parker Ford
team. He invites all his friends and all new customers
interested in a new or used vehicle to stop by and talk with
him.
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury has one of the largest
inventories of vehicles in the area and is ready to offer you the
best deal possible.
'You Will Be Satisfied"

Services:
FORD

11 a.m. & 6:45 p.m.
7 p.m.
Monday-Thursday

Sunday

•

of"
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Everyone Welcome!

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

MERCURY
LINCOLN

701 &limbo St.

Murray.

KY

(502)733-5273
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FARM
Ornamental grasses can be welcome addition to borders
Before I was introduced to
ornamental grasses. I used to
think of grass only in terms of a
plant that required the use of a
lawnmower.
. But I found out that there is a

whole range of grass plants that
do not need or want to be mowed, and are beautiful additions to
a perennial border.
Miscanthus is probably the
most widely available perennial

David Morris Electric
Maintenance
Quality Electrical Work Since 1971

are

Call 759-1960

BETTER-BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY. • (502)674-5530 Owner, DWAIN WARREN
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors, Not Pre Fab
Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials
FREE Estimates, References and Location of Garages In Your Area,
and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models With Vinyl Siding
1"2 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)

Growing In
the Garden
By Cathleen Lalicker

For Electrical Service

Commercial
Residential
Industrial
New Construction - Repairs

Miscanthus varigatus has vertically striped green and yellow
foliage. All varieties of miscanthus can get eight to 10 feet tall
and eight to 10 feet across.

$4.925
$3,725 212 CAR (24x24)
$4,425 LARGE 22 CAR (24x30) $5,525
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
$4,825

KIDS EAT

FREE!
Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely
FREE. Only two children per paying
adult.

ornamental grass. It forms large
clumps and produces feathery
seed heads in the fall that will
last in the garden through most of
the winter.
There are several varieties
available. 'Morning Light' has a
narrow margin of white on its
dark green leaves. 'Zebrina'
medium green leaves are marked
with random horizontal stripes of
pale yellow.

Nested tobacco has been a
major problem throughout the
burley tobacco industry in the
past.
The Burley Tobacco Growers
.Cooperative purchased
85,318,288 pounds of producer
tobacco marketed in the 1992-93
season. From this tobacco, 137
baskets were determined to be
nested and the producers were
assessed severe penalties.

SUBSCRIBE

I

hardy perennial whose leaves
Give- them ----room when you
plant them. Ari established clump come up green in the spring and
of grass can be moved, but it's during the summer turn a dark
However, some varieties of
not something I'd prefer to do ill red and keep their color well into
the
fall.
even
cultivated ornamental grascould avoid it.
invasive, and it's best to
are
ses
annual
grasses
Thcrc arc also
Another perennial grass that
ask at the nursery before you
perennial
in
the
work
well
that
does well here is fountain -grass
or pennisetum. This grass forms a border. For example, quaking oat buy. If someone says, "Well, it is
vigorous," be aware you may
smaller clump than miscanthus grass (Brize maxima) gets two
and needs spacing of three to five feet tall and has large white to spend most of, next summer
-creanv-seed-lisad&-that-snove,--with---.-weeding--it -out
feet apart.
thc slightest breeze.
of
total
height
reach
a
They
I'll stick with the varieties I
three to six feet at bloom time
One of my concerns when I
know won't take over. Unless
and bloom throughout the sum- first planted ornamental grass that is. I decide to give up mowmer and fall. The plumes are a was "Is it going to take over my
ing altogether.

Nested tobacco is defined as
any-lot of tobacco that has been
loaded, packed or arranged to
conceal foreign material or tobacco Of inferior grade, quality or
condition.
This would include having
tobacco arranged on the basket so
that inferior quality tobaco is
concealed under bales of better
tobacco.
As a condition for price sup-

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)
—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows

port eligibility, each tobacco
operator must certify on Form
_MQ-38 that tobacco delivered for
price support will nitit be nested.
Any person who receives proceeds from the sale of the basket
determined to have been knowingly nested is responsible. This
includes landlords and tenants.
The penalties of nesting tobacco are severe, including loss of
the entire basket of tobacco, plus

refund of all monies advanced on
the entire basket.
For example, if a nested basket
weighed 700 pounds and you
were paid $1.80 per pound, you
would lose the 7(X) pounds of
tobacco and owe a penalty of
$1,260.
The monetary penalty would
be the same no matter if 60
pounds or 600 pounds of the
7(X)-pound basket was determined
to have been nested.

Soybean-powered bus hits roadway to
test efficiency of alternative fuel source
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — A
serious-looking group of travelers'
stands outside City Hall discussing a very 'important issue: getting gas from beans.
That's diesel gas. From
soybeans.
The group traveled from Harrisburg to Philadelphia on Thursday in a soybean-powered Trailways , bus.
The trip, sponsored by the Pennsylvania Soybean Board and
paid for by farmers, was meant to
demonstrate that using soybean
fuel, an environmentally sound
alternative to fossil fuel, is a

snap.
Empty the tank of gasoline, fill
it with a mixture of soybean oil,
methanol and sodium hydroxide
— and go. As the engine sputters
and warms, there is a noticeable
lack of black soot, grease and
grime.
Or, as bus driver Bob Helwig
said with a nod toward the tailpipe, "It don't stink."
Actually it does. It just doesn't
smell bad. It smells like popcorn
or french fries or hash browns
frying in a pan of hot oil.
Riley Harrison, Philadelphia's
fleet manager, bent down to the

CALL
753-7020
_

Tage
°
7/6/0eite

Some businesses don't advertise be
cause they are puzzled They don't know
where to begin Do they need an artist
Should they hire an ad agency' What's
co-op about YVho sets the type")
If you are not now advertising but
know that you really should be then
give us a Call Our ad department can do
the complete lob for you it two you
set a budget decide what items will do
best in an ad help you locate and collect
tfnportarlt co op dollars write hard

hitting copy even supply you with art
at no extra cost and place your message
before the people who really count
the thousands of readers who can be
persuaded to become your customers'
Newspaper advertising is powerful
it really tyorks and the cost is well within
the budgets of most small businesses
Just give us a call well show you
how effective newspaper advertising
can ring your cash register We'll get
you results'

mAPOWAM

8-Digit Solar Calculator.

Murray Home
& Auto
Chestnut St
Murray

Phone.
753-2571
753-4110

MSU to host seminar on exporting goods
Murray State University will
be the site of one of four University of Kentucky seminars on
exporting Kentucky farm products to Mexico. The Oct. 1
seminar will begin at 9 a.m. and
last until 3:30 p.m.
Included will be information
and advice on how to sell hard-

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For

p
UPS Pick-Up
nails NIonda%

753-1916

I PS

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461

41.

•

•Dally & Weekly Rentals
oClean. Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rates

Frida%

Ship % et'kR & Sa%e mime%
%I.,
4 pm
4 271 'pm \im 1 pm
. 1.41
4 I. 2 WI
'

woods, meat, snack and processed foods in Mexico.
"Mexico is the third largest
importer of U.S. agricultural products and is poised to grow further in the years ahead," said Mike
Reed, director of UK's Center for •
kgricultural
Export
Development.

A & A AUTO
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tailpipe and let the-exhaust coat
his hand. He put it to his face.
"I tasted it," he said. "Tastes
like salad oil."
Manufactured by Proctor &
Gamble, SoyDiesel has been
approved by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency as an
alternative fuel source.
It is being tested in St. Louis
buses and on an experimental
basis in 12 other cities, according
to the board.
At S2.50 a gallon, it's about
double the price of diesel fuel.
But the board says it would be
cheaper if it were mass-produced.

"This is a major difference," the University of Kentucky ColINDEPENDENCE, Ky. (AP)
Richardson said. Normally, lege of Agriculture, helped deve— Using two motorized hoists
staked tobacco is stacked on a lop thc system. Rieriardson's
and steel cables, 'a customized
wagon, hauled to the barn and model was displayed Friday durbarn and specially designed racks
unloaded by hand.
are making the tobacco grower's
*-trig a "field day" for eight KenWorkers shake the long stakes ton County tobacco farmers.
job easier.
hung with heavy yellow-green
Warren Richardson — the first
Farmhand Delbert Straub
farmer in Boone, Campbell or
tobacco plants to straighten the demonstrated the motorized hoist
Kenton counties- to install the .leaves. The stakes are then that deftly lifted 50 sticks of
passed from hand to hand by tobacco toward the barn ceiling.
system — said work that used to
workers who stand three and four A year ago, Straub would have
take a week is finished in three
levels high, up to the highest been lifting those sticks one by
days.
worker, who hangs the stake.
one to the rafters.
With the new system, a rough
"This is going to be easy," he
oak rack much like a clothes rack said.
1)., II U 1 1 11
is wheeled into the field, where
Every year the tally of farm
workers insert the tobacco-laden accidents includes tobacco workstakes. The rack then is hauled to -rs who fall from their perches 20
the barn, where ceiling cables are
to 30 feet above the ground.
strung through the ends of it.
"It looks like it would work
A mechanized hoist is attached
pretty decent," said Shirlic Gilto each end, and the rackis lifted,
vin, who farms tNrce acres of
with 50 plant stakes at a time, to
tobacco in Kenton County.
the ceiling.
"Especially with labor being so
One worker in the barn takes
hard to get."
the place of the "bucket brigade" of stake-hangers. In a
The motorized hoist system
pinch, a farmer could run the costs about $4,000. The new barn
that Rithardson had built to go
CASIO. harvest alone.
"It's quicker," Richardson
with it cost more than 520,0(X).
said. "And it's safer."
Richardson said a customized
George Duncan, agricultural
barn would cost about the same'
engineer for the Kentucky
as a traditional tobacco barn of
Cooperative Extension Service of the same site.

r

We can put it
all togetherfor you
and your business!

SEM

Customized barns make tobacco growing easier

FREE ESTIMATES

SIRLOIN STOCKADE®

entire yard?"
Not an unreasonable thought,
especially as most of us spend
more time than we would like
pulling various types of grass out
of our flower borders. None of
the vancues I've mentioned are
invasive.

Nesting tobacco carries high financial penalty

*Lifetime Guarantees

Bel-Air Center
753-0440

white to cream in color.
Some perennial grasses have
insignificant blooms, and are just
planted for their decorative
foliage. Japanese blood grass is a
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Monday Edition
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Tuesday Edition
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Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

SEkVill

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplie•
...Produce

lye
370
390
400
550

Faest• Seed
MISCFLIA's.Lot S
Public Sale

470

Domestic & C1uldcare

540

For Trade

485
490
495
SOO
510
520

Situation Wanted

Free Column

Business Opportunity

100•

Instruction

110

57u

Wanted

atto

REAL

r:

Estarminaung
Business Service*
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

2.30
250
290
530

410

090

OFFICE HOURS: Mom-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

MAIM':I

.111=FEMMIIMI
Help Wanted
060
070

Kell, fits
you May

RMERS

t EMI N I N

Legal Notice,
Notice
Personal.

010
020

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their editor any error
The Murray Ledger & Tunes will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made

753-1916
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SALES

Mobil* Horn*. For Pent

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

285 Motalo Hoer,. Lou For Rent

365

For Sale Or Lew..

Business Rentals

420

Home Loans

Rent

430

Real Estate

320

Apartments For Rant

435

Lake Property

330

Rooms For Rent

440

lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Fermi For Sale

360

For Rent or Leas*

460

Homes For Sale

280

300
IR t‘Ni•tohi %I 107s,
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

REAL ESTATE

ESTATE RENTAL

Want To

310

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

ADJUSTMENT'S

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

120
130
140
ISo
155
160
165
170
ISO
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

31F:1lt 1I %%DISE
.. Computers
For Sal* Or Trade
Want To Bey
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sawing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Spurts Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
T v & Radio
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The Calloway County Board of Education will
receive sealed bids for gasoline and diesel for
the Calloway County School District until 130
pm on th• 4th of October 1993

'anced on
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and you
,und, you
[minds of
.!nalty of

Specifications will be on file in the Calloway
County Board of Education office building,
2110 College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky,
and interested bidders may obtain the necessary forms there
The envelope containing the bid shall be
opaque It shall have written on the outside
the name of the job, the name of the bidder,
and the date and tire• of bid opening

y would
or if 60
s of the
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The Board reserves the right to reject any oral!
bids and waive any irregularities in bidding
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By virtrie of an order directed to me and
issued by the Creek of the Calloway District
Court, I will on-September 30, 1993 at 10:00
am at Baker's Auto Repair, Route I.
Murray, Kentucky 42071 sell to the highest
bidder the following item:

lust CO3I
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octor &
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1985 Chevrolet Camaro
VIN 0 IGIGP871IXFL473050
The purchaser shall pay by cash, approved
check, or give bond with approved surety
payable within ten days of the sale, same to
have the force and effect of judgment on
which execution may issue if not paid at
matunty.

it. Louis
:rimental
iccording

J.D. Williams, Sheriff
Calloway County, Kentucky
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104 FT brakes for viny
work Rent by the day
436 2701
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CALLOWAY County Concrete Structural walls.
slabs drives walks Colored & stamped concrete
Free estimates 474 8338

MUMS FOR SALE Beauti
tul colors From Murray
take 94W to Thurman
Road turn right 1St house
on right 435 4020
MUSIC DJ Dances par
Des weddings all musical
styles 753-0343

You are invited to a

"Ceramic Tile-How-ToInstall Clinic"
a

For reservations call: 759-1390

asy,' he

Oct. 14 • 7 p.m.

of farm
o workrches 20

Treas Lumber Dottcenter
Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
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America's Second Car

lUgly Duckling
.N,v16AGECIRCECGE
Locations Coast to Coast
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HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

XIS
id pro-

If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue- basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please giJe us a call for a rate quote
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INVITATION TO BID FOR
GASOLINE AND DIESEL

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

‘40

060

010

010

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply if
your present policy is
over 10 years old t
may riot cover some or
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For free informa
Don call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"••• .cca aa.n,
LET Video Production Spe
aaltes transfer your home
movies to video tape NOW
arid save 10% Call Donna
Darnell 759 9246 Offer ex
pres 9'30'93
SERIOUS writers and -or
poets interested in being
published Considering
starting monthly publication
it enough people are inter
ested and willing to pay to
be published Survey being
taken Send responses to
Survey PO Box 592 Mur
ray KY 42071
SMALL congregation look
ing for a building suitable
for worship services hold
up to 60 or 70 people Also
seeking land to build a
church Phone 753 6356 or
753 2454

STRESSED OUT?

Thor
aputic massage relieves
tension relaxes sore mus
des assists weight loss
and improves health Call
Dave Estes 753 3801
$35/hr house calls only
Licensed Massage
Therapist
VACATION TIME AT
PIZZA MAGIC AURORA
Closed Sept 20 for a two
week vacation RE OPEN
OCTOBER 6 AT 5PM AND
OPEN all year Wed thru
4 74 8 1 1 9
Sun
1 800 649 3804
VACATION Dream Cash
Earn at home $200 to $500
weekly stuffing envelopes
For information Send
SASE to Vacation Dream
Cash PO Box 224 McKen
ze, TN 38201

Te Soy

Wanted

SAFETY Advisors $2150
per month Company will
train Call Monday thru Fri
9am 1pm only
day
615 399 8269

CASH paid to+ good used
riles shotguns and pa
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th

Rollins DCS in
Murray is no accepting applications for qualifitd
trailer
tractor
driers. Must ha% e
minimum 2 )ears
serifiable experience, excellent
pa), major medical, dental & e)e
glass and 5 year
sested retirement.
Home sseekends.

SALES clerk retail setting
computer experience pre
roofed full or part time
Send resume to PO Box
1040C Murray 5y42071
TRUCKERS Expo and Job
Far, 20 top carriers will
have job recruiters on site
with thee trucks fix you to
inspect Hiring both expor
*need and inexperienced
drivers, Saturday October
2nd horn 10am to 4pm
Free admission, At the old
airport terminal location oft
Briley Parkway Nashville
TN t Follow signs, •PTL
'PST •TSL •USA 'FFE
'STAR •RYDER •DIGBY
'MARTEN 'CAL ARK
'J B HUNT 'CONVE
NANT 'BUILDERS 'NA
•BOYD
TIONWIDE
BROS 'CHALLENGER
•FLEETLINE 'TRANS
WAY •US CARRIERS
•BURLINGTON Free re
freshments, Free test rides,
New trucks on display,
Duncan Stuart and WSIX
LIVE , Bring a Friend , For
more information call
1 800 467 3806

WANTED folding chars or
7-J4i-is suitable for use in a
church Must be reaso
nably priced Call Roy
Balentine 474 8040
anytime

11HP Coast to Coast riding
awn mower 38" deck
good condition 753 8838

1-800-782-8759

1993 JOHN Deere 455
diesel lawn & garden trac
tor 753 7252 after 5pm

070

Domestic
& Childcare
ABSOLUTELY Clean, Ex
perienced dependable
cleaning service Home Of
office References Cali
436 2569
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
perienced references Call
Linda 759 955.3
WILL do house cleaning
Call Betty 474 2131 nights

WILDLIFE
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens security
maintenance etc No exp
necessary Now hiring For
call
into
more
219 794 0010 ext 7159
8am Etpm 7 days

ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns & tuxo
dos Ruth s See and Sew
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 753 6981

JANITORIAL position
15 20hrs per week Please
apply in person Boone s
Cleaners 605 Main St
Murray

SEWING jobs wanted in
ducting formal 'wear
753 1061
140

WANTED barmaids wait
resses & dancers $500
plus weekly Doll House
Tn
Cafe
Paris
901 642 4297 7pm 2am

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

025

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robinson Road
01411 10 TIN PUN t

NON P1101

DO you need a GEEP Do
you need hope for the hi
lure arid help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753 9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
We are an EOE This pro
ject is funded by the West
ern Kentucky PriVate In
dustry Council JTPA
EARN up to $1000 woody
processing mail Start now
No experience Free sup
plies Free info No °hew
Don Send SASE to Hi Lo
Dept 28 PO Box 3648 San
Angelo TX 76902

EASY work?

EXCELLENT
pay' Over 400 companies
need home workers'
distributors NOW, Ca/l for
amazing recorded mes
sage 502 329 1217 ext
101 Get PAID FROM
HOME'
EXPERIENCED body man
needed Crouse Body
Shop 800 Chestnut St
Murray Apply in person
FULL time janitorial help
midnights Call Service

Masters 9am 5pm
502 4438146
WE need an aggressive
hard charging warehouse
man to work in Paducah
and
in Murray area
Electrical experience a

plus PO Box 650 Pedu
car) KY 42001

34 PLYWOOD $1485
5 8 plywood
sheet
$12 75/sheet 58 particle
board $7 00- sheet Large
stock of fiberglass Pas
chall Floor Covering .
mile South of Hazel
901 498 8964
ASHLEY Imperial wood
stove $225 1977 Chevy
pick up 6 cy I straight shift
$1200 Call 435 4158
5pm 8pm
BOGARD trucking arid ex
cavating inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt white
rock rip rap 759 1828
GREEN tweed sofa $99
brown recliner rust re
chner $49 each 6 van top
carrier $69 Call 753 7729
HARMONY House 8 set
Ong silverware set 1 25
volume Universal Standard
Encyclopedia used rabbit
hutches 489 2693
NEW 16" & 165 Bem
truck Wes $60 & up Also
XP2000 W L Generals 1st
line at low low prices Lots
of used tires $10 $15 $20
each Warehouse Tire 400
Industrial Road 753 1111

OFIC1ANIZATION

table tv & entertainment
stand table & chairs
35mm camera couple of
musicial items leather
jacAet gold necklace dog
753 8419
house
759 4473 after 5pm

HELP WANTED
Fisher-Price has immediate openings
on all shifts including weekend work.
Those interested in applying should
call or go to:
Mr. Mike Morris
Job Service of Kentucky
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 502-753-0977

WHEAT straw $1 25bale
489 2436

Equal Employment Opportunity Emplo).i.r

Sales career opportunity leading to ma nage Me nt
trainee position Three openings exits in local
branch of a Fortune Service 500 company. To
qualify you must have a Positive Mental Attitude.
self confidence and be sportaminded. Complete
benefits include medical, dental, disability, 401K
savings plan and employee stock ownership plan
We provide 3 weeks expense paid training
Previous sales experience not necessary

160
Now
Furnishings
BACK In Bu•In•ss
George /4odge 906 Col
cheater Rd Used furniture &
Will Sell or
appliances
buy Also furniture hand
refinished

Glen Dudley
602-437-4370
9-27 & 9-29
9 a.m. to. 9 p.m.
Era: M

KING size cylinder soft side
waterbed $175 753 0913
IMP

Looking for an aggressive Incirviceeol
with an adverting and sales background
Candidate must possess strong communication skills v./1ff) experience In advertising
design layout and production College
degree in Journalism and/or Advertising
Marketing preferred
Salary plus comrnisson excellent company benefits EOE Send resume to Box
1040A Murray KY 42071

2BR duplex like new ap
pliances furnished
$400,mo Security deposit
required 753 6654 days
435 4480 nights

VERY nice 2br 1 bath du
plex with carport ap
pliances furnished central
gas heat & air $425m0 1
month deposit lyr lease
No pets 753 2905

Lawn & Tractor, Murray.

K T I and Assoaates otter
ing a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 436 6099
2/0

Motile
Homes For Sale
12x65 2BR with pull out
utility pole underpinning
porch & appliances in
cluded $4200 Must be
moved Call before 5pm
753 0888
14x62 28R 2 bath ap
pliances central h a par
Daily turnithed service
pole - 12)124 -building in

eluded $4300 753 9431
14x70 3BR 1 r bath all
electric Call 759 1713
1983 CLAYTON 14.65
furnished or unfurnished
Must sell Call Greg
759 4522 or 345 2345
1990 BELMONT 14.70
Electric central ha 2br 2
bath w d hookup refrigera
to( stove dishwasher gar
bage disposal 2 porches
walkway underpinning all
treated lumber fiberglass
insulation aiding R 21 ex
tenor & floor R 11 $15000
759 9681

2BR townhouse 1 r bath
deck washer & dryer dis
hwasher ceiling fans
Available November 1
$435 mo Coleman RE
753 9898
EMBASSY 2br central
gas appliances furnished
Also studio apt 1602 Olive
Coleman RE 753 9898

28R brick in town carport
1 , bath central h a ap
pliances yard mainte
nance included No pets
Deposit references After
5pm 753 6397

HAZEL Apts Hazel KY
You must be 62yrs hand
icapped or disabled Rent
based on income Equal
Housing Opportunity
492 8721

2BR stove refrigerator
w d hookup $295 mo
lease & security deposit
references required No
pets 753 1059

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 30r apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NICE 1br furnished apt
105 No 16th St No pets
$210 mo plus deposit
Some utilities furnished
753 1953 days 7530870
nights
NICE brick duplex 2br
central ha, appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898

3BR 2 bath brick new
central gas.heat available
Coleman RE
now
753 9898
LARGE house 641 Soutrr4
miles $400 monthly piu..
deposit 492 8120

CREEKV1EW Stilt storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shonoy
$20 $40-mo 759 4081

NOW taking applications

tor Section Blow reel hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile ONE bedroom and room for
home electric services 200 rent furnished very nice
amp $375 100 amp $.325
753 1252 days 753 0606
435 4027
after Spat

4BR 2 bath brick large
kitchen fireplace 5 acres
near lake & golf barn with
six stalls 585 000 or
5550 mo Reference..
492 8707

370
OUR pledge to you If you
compare quality insulation
options and set up you will
find that we have the very
best value for your housing
dollar ,' Dinkins Mobile
Homes Inc Hwy 79E
Paris TN 1 800 642 4891

SPACIOUS 2br 2 bath du
pex appliances furnished
central air & gas heat
$475 mo 1 month deposit
year lease No pets
1
753 2905
TAKING applications for
8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms, handicap access'
ble Equal Housing Oppor
!unity Apply Medal° Apts
or call
Hardin. Ky
502 437 4113

Livestock
& Supple.
2 , YR old Mustang mare
13,, HH can be Chi,•
$650 437432-'

section

280
Mobile
Noses For Rent
2 8 3BR Coogan 8 Mobile
Home Village Appliances
& water furnished Cole
man RE 753 9898
2BR 2 bath for rent Or sale
furnished or unfurnished
,'•-•
527 7142 after 5pm

UNFURNISHED 1 or 2br
w--refrigerator, sewage &
garbage pickup furnished
No pets 753 6609

NEW condition 7 , ton
Trane heat & air unit Will
accept bids 753 1300 at
ter 7pm 4-892116

Dachshur id
AKC
shots $150 928 2057
AKC SIBERIAN HUSKIES
top qualit e bloodlines
Black white gray whit.,
with blue eyes 753 8809
FEMALE Chow 1Ornos no
papers good watchdog
$50 obo 759 9649

WOOD WORKS
,6i811.6
°
446

'

Ask us about a sign!
(502) 382-2306
Located on Hwy. 94 West

WOOD burning stove in
sort excellent condition
753 4471

Appliances
ELECTRIC hot water lea
ter used 3 mos 120 gallon
can be seen at Boone s
Cleaners 605 Main St
Murray

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION

Apartments
For Rent

28R unfurnished central
SATELLITE dish system • $200'mo plus deposit
No pets 474 2100
10ft metal dish positionor
receiver 3yrs old $850 SHADY Oaks
2 or 3br
obo 492 8446
electric or gas Walking Ms
TWIN bed new computer lance to college 753 5209

753-0466 PO Box 1033 Murray
CAR stereo installer ex
penence required List ex
perieece arxfior resume to
PO Box 48 Murray KY
42071

325 GALLON propane tank
excellent condition
753 4444 or 759 1664

NEW metal siding & roof
ing Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and gahralume Secondary
available 489 2722 or
489 2724

Personals
DEAR R Your message
received and appreciated
The next time that I am in
town I would like to say hi
C Ya S

HUNTERS We now have
deer stands (API Aluma
lode and Hot Spot Keith's

Murray
LARGE plastic toys for tod
dies slides Little Tykes
etc
Fisher Price
436 5050

Apartments
For Rent

Miscellaneous

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
4 CAR garage with office
paved Of 753 4509
800 2200S0 ft
RE 753 9898

Coleman

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612

The City of Murray Department of f,t,t,!,(,
Works 8 Utilities has lob vacanctes in the
following departments
1)

Maintenance-Laborer
'WaterWastewater Construction Division
Salary Range $11 200 513 000

Water Plant Operator I

310

Water Treatment Plant
$12500 $14 5(80

Want
To Ram

Salary Range

2BR house Must have
good heat source Have
infant and pots Please call
762 3185 and leave
TOS,S,9913

210

3)

Enginoiring Assistant II
Engineering Division
Salary Range 515 000 517 000
Administrative Assistant
water wastewater a Engineering Divisions
Salary Range $12 000 $14 500

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

Apartments
Fes Rent
1BR apt $205/mo
753 6716 altar 6pm

Cal

1 OR 2br opts near down
town Murray 753 4109

PAINO $125 753 8085 ?BR duplex anti airport
492-81 16
Lease No pets Refer
$425'rn 0
PIANO tuning John •ncss
753 7457
Gonacniek 753 MOO

'D'arting salaries will depend on experience
,ind qualifications Benefit package includes
hfe and medical insurance. Retirement prog
,am, Vacation and sick leave Application and
,ob descriptions are 'available in the City

Clerk's office. 207 South 5th Street, Murray,
KY. and Will be accepted until 4p m ,Wednes
day, October 6, 1991 NO.RESUMES AC
CEPTED The City of Murray is an equal
opportunity employer operating under an affirmative soon plan
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DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
10'!. OfIf

ACREAGE lot see also
eat lease or rent 753 1300
after 7pm 489 2116

ROBERTS %airy Cabo
way County $ oldest and
most 'tirade real estate

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting bo purchase

agency For all your real
estate needs cad them to
day at 753 1651, Syca
more and 12th St

homes WI price ranges If
All Dog
you are Munising of selling
Grooming
contact one of our courte
All breeds ail sizes
ous and professional
Ask about specials
agents at 753 1222 or slop
759-1768
by office at 711 Man St
RELOCATING Minimum
HAVE an obedient sale fifty acres outbuildings
dog for show or home large home or approved
Classes or prrvate lessons building site Lake river
Serving Murray for o.er frontage desirable Sub12yrs 436 2858
stanbal down payment PO
Box 1040 Z‹ Murray KY
42071
RE MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Daley
FALL apples Damson Bel Air
Center
plaoe your 502 753 SOLD
pkims Ca/
order 753 4725 or 1 800 369-5780

1990 RED Grand Am LE
ern -1m cassette wt
cruise all power ground
enacts auto sharp $6750

Moving, Rearranging

ac

your present home/
We can move your
furniture & appliances along
household
Other
products

.5.38098

bath ranch in
Experienced & refer
quiet neighborhood near
ences available
room
greet
schoois
city
753-07'75 for free
Call
family
large
with firepiace
esbmate. If no answer
style kitchen newly decor
leave message
ated all appliances in
cluded neatly landscaped
freshly painted exterior 2
car garage $87900 Call EXTRA nice duplex with
for appointment 759 1850 garages on 1002 North
or drive by 1615 Magnolia wood Dr Call 759 4784 for
information
Dr
753-9468
3800 SO h of Quality house
TRAILER & small cabin on located at 1556 Canterbury
470
we
of
lake tor sale and
Dr Builders personal
of land 753 1038 after home Would consider
Motorcycles
4pm
trade Call 753 3672 after 1985 YAMAHA moped
Siwn
good mechanically Call
• J/3---"t•..r........ -4•
38R 2 bath bock on quiet 753 8178
street off College Farm Rd DISCOUNT parts depend
nicely landscaped new
service for all brands
carpet w124430 detached able
MOTORCYCLE PARTS &
such
extras
Many
garage
CUSTOM IroJTCallai CABINETS
north of Murray
CUSTOM WOOOV/OFOUNG
as garage door opener SERVICE
Campground Rd
garbage deposal garbage on Coles
All Types Of:
compactor dishwasher, Open weekdays 4pm 6pm
Custom Woodworking
oak cabinets Immeduate Sat 10am 3pm
possession
1993 KATANA 600 new
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
502 251 2709 251-2713
condition. 1 XXX miles
• Drop by and see our showroom
BRICK ranch 4br 2 bath, $4500 obo 759 9649
SunatiuRY IAUFIRAY (barund Bunny Brood)
12x26 screened deck off
753 SENO
large kitchen new roof,
S.
--""t equipment
tool shed Appro.. 3 5 acres fenced for
horses or cattle Off Bethel
Church Rd 5 miies north 1972 EL CAMINO 350, with
east of Murray 759-4947 Mag wheels. ac. p/s
after 6pm Reduced to sellf am elm cassette Candy
2

CLASSIFIED

REM'S

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.

Apple red, sporty. $2750
753 9396

ROY
HILL Soot system drive
ways, hauling. toundabons

BACKHOE Senwoe

very good condition.
$3500 753-6503
1984 FORD conversion
van. 50.XXX mites loaded
Must sell Best offer
492-8309
1986 (LATE) GMC Safari
never
bought new
wrecked excellent condi
bon Pnce reduced Phone
753 1628
1994 DODGE Conversion
Van locally owned all the

extras including iv & VC.f
489 2324 after 7pm week
days weekends anytime

1984 GMC S15 V-6, arc,
pis. pb. Asp, 120XXX
miles. $2300 obo
753-3577 after 6pm
1987 NISSAN.4 cyl, arnitrn
cassettes,, new bras, spans
truck. - runs good. 63500
obo 436-2102
1988 FORD Ranger. 5sp,
svrb very clean. 67,XXX
miles. never wrecked,
$3200 Ky Lake 00 Co So
401 St 753-1321

1991 XL Ford truck. ‘18,
auto air, arrtifrn stereo, tilt,
cruise new tires. 84.XXX
miles, $8500 obo
753 6326 or 753-7268

762 7221
BILLS Window Cleenang
Service Residential/
Call
Commerical
753 5934
BOBS Plumbing Repair
Service Al work guaran753-1134 or
teed
436 5832

CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs Glen Beb
ber 759 1247
CARPET Installation Carpet & vinyl commercial &
residential We install Bet
her too, Call 753 2504 ask
for 14,4ke Goforth

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec
bon high quality excellent
value Roy Hill 759 4664
C & D HOME Repairs Call
753-9669
CHILI Glint Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior

citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and SerCall Gary at
vice
759-4754

MUST see this home 3br 2
510
bath brick on very nice lot 2 1979 MUSTANG V6 419
miles from Murray Immedi new tires aluminum
CUSTOM bulldozing and
Campers
ate possession $85 000 wheels motor runs good
backhoe work septic sys1854
needs body work $250 1977 SKYLARK travel
Call today 759
tems 354-8161 alter 4pm
753-8838
trades, separate bedroom
DRYWALL. finishing, reNICE 3br brick large
1983 PLYMOUTH Reliant good condition. $2500
pairs, additions and blowroom. large kitchen 2 full Adr 47 XXX miles extra 4355535
•
'
•rtil
Ih
baths utility room 2 car clean 753 7523
23FT camper,fully self congarage large patio on 1
GENERAL Repair plumb
we lot with natbral gas 1988 GRAND AM wKte tained 753-824
ing, roofing. tree work
central air city water sunroof Quad 4 auto 24FT Nomad Camper, fully 436 2642
$66 000 437 4855 alter power 86 XXX miles self contained, air, awning.
492 8594
5pm
new refrigerator, asking GERALD WALTERS

Eddie Linn

Gerald Linn

living

753-5315
* BODY SHOP *
All Work Guaranteed To Your Satisfaction.
Rental Cars Available
Work On A'..1 Makes & Models - Fcreign or Domestic

$4300 Can be seen at
Piney Campground. D 36

502 437 4902

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

•520
Boas

Roofing, vinyl siding. painting Free eStIfT111106 18
years experience Local references 4-36-270*
HANDYMAN will do plumbing electrical, carpentry
and general repair
753-0596

& Motors
16FT aluminum boat 25
electric start Manner low K B ASSOCIATES Genhours, trolling motor trailer. eral construction. remodelbatteries flasher $2400
753 7410
BOAT & camper storage
753 4509
INSIDE boat or RV storage
436 5741

ing garages decks. patios,
interior trim 753-0834

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrarn for
mica all colors Free esbmates Wulff s Recovery
Murray 436 5560
LAWN mowing service Insured Coleman Benefit.'
phone 759 4564

1 A A 1 Hauling tree Dimming tree removal cleaning out sheds attics & odd
jobs Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203

Al lA all around 'flowing &
tree Dimming & light haul
ing Call 436-2528 ask for
Mark

MR Chimney chimney
cleaner 492 8723

.
Dial-A-Service

Al, AL'S hauling yard
work tree removal mowing Free estimates
759 1683

Can Advertise Here For
......85.00 You
per week -(13 week minimum)

T

. °tit ractric
0.4iiim

ELEcTF.c...,. coiniskc•oes
Commercial & Residential • Licensed & Insured

New Owner

James C. Gallimore, Owner

L,..,,,..dsmam-r

Nick McClure

Commercial and Residential
General Contracting
•
• Backhoe Service
t
Ph. 502-492-8518
D. Pager 502.762-7221
Hazel, Kentucky

Commercial Waste
Disposal
,
-a vs
.4 All Type. of Refuse Service
1.
:
0
411.11.
4
1-800-585-6033

(502) 753-3868

489-2303
Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor
•
Call for an appointment '

753-2962
i
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APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Wesbnghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436-5848

work, chain link fences Home maintenance

8 Associates

Bel-Alr Center, Murray

TUDIO

Remudeong, garages, decks, porches, concrete

.
Bud Stewart. Route Manager,

1

s

ALPHA BUILDERS

.r.--

Own.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mator
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

j
oii0:015)

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.

759-4685

For all your
investigative needs!

ANTIOUE refinishing, fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056

ii.en dr Karen

.Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding.
Doors Wridcrws Doo• Track & 1•o.eys a-c 1-s..a:•Dn
to'Mca' Bo 'd,ngs
Knenvorth Rd (Hwy 2991
Office (502; 489-2722
Flo-n4,) r:C2' 490 2';)4
M.gray KY 47("'

Sepik Tanks, Sewers 1 Hauling
Call Us Anytime

1

.
--.

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

•

753-7050

For All
Your
Portrait
Needs...

\ 4141,

4. K.T.I.

NOUSE Installs( • .'; Ao.oconVdoo ,,Va a,dor
• Hone Aulcomaldon

808 Coldweter Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835

R.H. Nesbitt Masonry Company

I II-•-,•

CALL
1400-7117-8883
_ Of

TRi•STATE
GARAgE
BOWERS
memo. Kentucky

co co.et (5021874 Seel

753-5668

OLD trunks expertly refin
ished For information call
753 8274
PAINTING exterior, inter
ior Call Charlie Rains

753 5754
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
ADDITIONS garages new PORTRAITS of persons or
homes Tripp Williams homes Great for a gift Call
General Contractor
753-3583
753 0563
ROCKY COLSON Home
ALPHA Builders Carpen
Repair Roofing siding
try, remodeling porches painting plumbing con
roofing concrete, drive- crete Free estimates Call
ways painting mainte- 474-2307
nance, etc Free estimates
SHEETROCK finishing
489 2303
textured ceilings Larry

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
7 Days Per Week
MURRAY 753-9224

MOODY S mower repair
Pick up and delivery

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5pm 759-9816 753-0495

DIAL - 753-1916
CAMP

Wes
East

Ste 750-4664
Vow
BACKHOE Service com1984 CHEVY Conversion plete tourxilabons Phone
Van, set. 6 orl, auto, at, 492-8516 D Pager

Residential &
Commercial
Service
3 4BR

BACKHOE SERVICE
BFtE NT ALLEN septic tank
'retaliation repair replace
ment 759 1515

Chrernan 492 8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753 5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless

aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed insured Estimate available
759 4690
TYPING Editing Resumes. term papers, manuscripts, etc $1 50/page
759-9660

CHECK
YOUR
AD

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15. most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1, Akno Open 9-12. 1 5.
Mon -Fn , 753-0630

Advertisers we reouseed
to check the first insertion
ol ads for any ONO! This
Murray Ledger II Times will
011 reafrOnabi• 10f only
ONE INCORRECT INSERTION Any error should be
14.3wed immediately so
corrections can all made

WANTED light hauling
Pies trimmed or removed
Call Don 753-2772 or
753-2320

CHECK YOUR AO care
'irify and nobly The Classified Advertising Depart
merit immediately in Cale
of an error

753-1916

WINDOW & door repair
Repair, re-screen re-glaze

aluminum or wood 20yrs
experience 753 2330
prompt service

FREE kittens 6 weeks had
shots Cat 7536145 after
6pm

The

WRITING INSTRUCTION - Kim McFarlen (seated) of Murray, an English
teacher at Calloway County High School, recently attended a writing
workshop at Murray State University. Serving as co-director of the workshop
was Linda Bartnik (standing) of Murray. Bartnik Is a part-time English faculty
member at MSU and also coordinates International student exchanges for the
Murray State Center for International Programs. The writing workshop, titled
"Class Act" was sponsored by the National Writing Project and Murray State.
MSU photo by Joe Hedges
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'Festival of Champions'
set for Oct. 2 at MSU
On Saturday, October 2, Murray
State University will again host the
"Festival of Champions" high
school Marching Band Competition. Now in its 16th year, the
festival remains one of the oldest
and most prestigious-festivals of its
kind in the South.
Eighteen high schools from
throughout Kentucky. Missouri and
Tennessee will compete for individual, unit, class and overall awards
basal On their -musicianship- and
marching skits. "It's always an exday", notes festival co-coordinator and Director of Bands. Dennis L. Johnson,"and we are proud to
be a 'part of it." "It's quite a
testimony that bands such as Bonne
Terre (Missouri) and Lafayette
County (near Lexington) will travel
those great distancesjust to be a part
of this tradition."
Assistant Director of Bands Chris
Hayes stated that, "the competition
in some classes looks very tough
which translates to excitement all
day long." The class A competition
begins at 10:30 am in Stewart
Stadium and continues through the
class AAAA bands which concludes at 3:30 pm."The best band in
each class and the bands which have
the next six highest overall scores
will complete the field for the Finals

competition which is slated to begin
at 6:30 pm," notes Townsend. The
Murray State University Racer
Band will perform an exhibition at
9:00 pm and the "champions" will
prelims,$4.00 for finals or $6.00 for
a combination ticket. Children
under 12 are $2.00 for prelims,
$2.00 for finals or $4.00 combination ticket
Many local bands will be competing. "We are extremely grateful to
all the local schools who-continue tocompete and support our festival,"
stated Johnson."We are also excited
that last year's Grand Champion
Lafayette High School of Lexing--ton, Kentucky is returning to defend
their title - but this is one of the
strongest arlay of bands yet and
many of these bands have made it no
secret that they are out for that title."
Food and refreshments will be
available at the stadium throughout
the entire contest. Professional
video-tapes of individual bands as
well tapes of the entire contest will
be available for purchase. The "Festival of Champions" again promises
to be a wonderful day of music,
marching and fun.
Patrons wishing more information about the festival may contact
the University Bands Office at 7626450.
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HOROSCOPES
It ESDA1'.SEPTENIBER 28, 1993
II-or our personahred daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call I -9(X)-988-7788. Your phone company. will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
11.APPY RIRTHDAr IN THE pending projects makes way for
R LIFE: rewarding new sentures. A home
NEXT 1-EAR OF
Foc us on \ our career. You have purchase satisfies.
\k11.1( It takes to make things happen!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22i: A
VIPs will seek sou out in Decem- day when operating behind the
her. Weigh your financial options scenes helps you obtain your goals.
care Ils carts in 1994. Making a Disappointing results or red tape can
r,..11.•oininitinent to your church or be overcome if you think things
sommunity will lead to new prestige through. Talk with a trusted confilic•I 'tiring. Romance presents a dante.
special challenge in the summer of
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: Your
lariphasi/e sour fidelity,
innovative ideas enhance a residenELEBRItl Es BORN ON tial, family or romantic plan. LookTHIS DATE: actress Brigitte Bar- ing closely into a financial opportudot. actors Marcello Nlastroianni nity that surfaces now can put you
and William Windom, football great on the winning track.
loin Harmon.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): Romantic maneuvers and financial
When entertaining business associ- moves look risky. Your plans
ate.. ins lie people who can advance change suddenly: nothing is caned
our career. A money -making in stone. Luckily, you are good at
proposition could he part of the thinking fast on your feet.
day s scenario. Do not despair if
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
romance hits a slump.
21): Others Could he testy today. Do
T AVM'S (April 20-May 20): not expect too much cooperation
Sell-discipline will help NOU accom- from your mate or business associplish the impossible. Work hard. ales. A candid talk with a pal gives
higher-ups are impressed - a raise
you valuable insights.
or promotion is in the works. Take
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
unespected des elopments in stride. 19): A new project or job is right up
Sweet nothings could mean just your alley. If you have wanted more
that'
responsibility. you will now get it.
IN11\ 1 \ti‘ 21 -June 201: A
You know just what to do! Avoid
fti..:.„1::;;,ide goes you the edge
neglecting your family.
user your competitors. Do your
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb, 18):
-homework! Contact influential offi- A new investment of funds or effort
s. al'. regarding a project. Mate
could bring a residential or work
shares a secret,
project to its full potential. Your
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): faith in your skills is about to be
Weigh both sides of an issue before rewarded.
making a final decision. A new
PISCES ( Feb. I9-March 20):
financial agreement can be reached. The new role you are playing at
Your social life is about to accelerwork is a positive development.
ate. Nurture a close relationship and Your creative input lifts a project
.
..:h it blossom!
wati.
and you to a higher level. Later
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22i: Your tonight, an intimate chat will delight
good cheer and cooperation will win you.
user a moody co-worker. Finishing
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TOI)AV'S ('HILDREN: If these peace-losing youngsters had their
(Wet" OM: would agree on eserything with a minimum of discussion.
Kindhearted .and tolerant. the% are willing to overlook a lot to preserve
domestic harmon, Tennis and swimming will hold more appeal for these
Libras than contact sports like football. True intellectuals, they spend most
of their time in pursuit of knowledge. Although new acquaintances may find
these Libras aloof. they are warm and outgoing with friends and family
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LOOKING BACK

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Famous Hand

in English
a writing
workshop
lish faculty
ices for the
;hop, titled
irray State
)e Hedges

West dealer
East-West vulnerable
NORTH
•K 3
•A 10
•AKQ653
•10 4 2 WEST
FAST
• 10 7 2
•Q.1 865
•7 6
•K 2
•94 2
*3 1087
•Q 9763
•A 5
SOUTH
•A 9 4
Q.I 98 5 43
•—
•K J 8
The bidding
West
North East
South
1•
Pam
1+
2•
Pass
3 NT
Pass
4*
4•
Pass
Pass
4•
Pass
5*
6•
Pass
.Dperung-leid — two of spades.

his nine of spades in dummy. Declarer later laststrump trick to East's
king, but that was the only trick he
lost.
Granting that opening leads are
often just a shot in the dark, it seems
clear that West's spade lead was illadvised. Declarer and dummy had
both indicated control of spades and
West should have tried to find
declarer's weaknesselsewhere.There
was certainly no good reason to lead
a diamond.ninee- North had bid that
suit initially. And so, by a process of
elimination, West should have chosen a club lead. Had he led a club,the
slam would have gone down one.
Al the second table, the bidding
went:
North East
West
South
1*
2•
Pass
1•
Pass
6•
Pass
3 NT
The bidding here was less complicated, but it led to-fSe same contract. At this table, West (Bob
This deal occurred in a match to Hamman,playing with Bobby Wolff)
determine which oftwo teamsshould led the six ofclubs and quickly sealed
represent the United States in the declarer's doom.
1980 world championship.
Hamman lived up to his reputaAt the first table.,South got tosix tion as one of the world's beat playhearth on the bidding shown. West ers. He realized that South was preled a spade, the suit his partner had pared for a spade lead,and he therebid, and declarer made the slam. He fore attacked what he considered to
won the spade with dummy's king, be a more promising suit — clubs.
discarded his K 4-8ofclubs on the A - liamman scored a bull's-eye, so to
K-Q of diamonds, cashed the ace of speak, and he and his teammates
hearts and ace of spades,then ruffed went on to win the match handily.
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Tomorrow: The first consideration.

Tea years ago
Jay Herndon, Gina Brown and
Anthony Melton have been designated commended students in the
1984 National Merit Program.
They are students at Calloway
County High School.
Charles Palmer, Kim Kennedy,
Leslie Banks, Greg Workman and
Shelly Dawn Rudolph are pictured with their horses at Kentucky 4-H Horse Show at
Louisville.
Jamie Potts, teacher of horticulture at Calloway County High
School. talked - about "Landscaping" at a meeting of Hazel
Woman's Club.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Floyd, Aug.
31: a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
Paschall, Sept. 3.
Paul Myhill, Bud Raspberry,
Ronnie Flood and Terrell Tidwell
won awards at Bowhunters Shoot

held in Land Between the Lakes.
Twenty years ago
Construction began Sept. 26 on
the three new county elementary
schools with groundbreaking
ceremonies held at Southwest
School site on Highway 1550.
Pictured holding the shovels were
Lubie Parrish, chairman of Calloway County School Board, and
County Judge Robert 0. Miller.
A special section of 22 pages
on Murray State University's golden anniversary year was published on Sept. 24.
Mr. and Mrs. - Albert Dunn ofPompano Beach, Fla., will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sept. 30 at Mt. Carmel
United Methodist Church, north
of Kirksey.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Newsome
were married for 50 years on
Sept. 17.
Births reported include a girl to

Mr. and Mrs. David Fitts, Sept.
18
Thirty years ago
Dr. John C. Quertermous was
named as a delegate to American
Medical Association at a meeting
on Sept. 25 of Kentucky State
Medical Association at
Louisville.
Charles H. Tolley, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bryan Tolley of Murray. has been appointed as new
dean of students at Connors College, Warner. Okla.
R.M. Vance and Sons of Hazel
have been named members of
American Shorthorn Association.
Burlene Brewer, Judy Parker,
Katherine Lax, Wanda Nance,
Doris Garland, Shirley Wade;
Katie Linn, Essic Caldwell, Betty
Riley and Joye Rowland had top
10 averages in bowling in Magic
Tri League at Corvette Lancs.

1)FAH ABBY Here's how one
telephone call changed my• life I
was a l9-i,ear-old fellow working
late on a Saturday night at a service statioin The telephone rang.
and when I answered it. a .coung
lady said. 1 htps. sorry. I must have
a Arun); number
I vtas calling my
aunt
,
_
_
I don't know what got into me.
but I said. "Please don't hang up hat's your name 'She said. -Ifs Betty, but I don't
talk to strangers
I int 1.4 td 71( 7(1
Bettv. 11l nano: is Frank
Then l asked her to give Mt her

—

MAY I
SPEAK WITH
M25 BLA51'EA17"
51-IEs CATERING
OUR OARTY

j THE FAR SIDE

1eneral Mona.. with nearly entaigh are too great.
vars to retire I guess you could say
that our meeting is the story of how
one wrong number turned out to be
DEAR ABBY Your column on
the right number for Betty and me
fateful phone calls prompted this
You may list. our name
I-lIE: FRANK WILLIANISONS, letter My husband died several
•STFI.I.. GA years ago, after which a longtime
lemale,friend And I decided to share
DEAR WILLIAMSONS:•Con- an apartment. One evening, on a
gratulations on your anniver- lark. she tracked down an old
sary, and thank.....you for a boyfriend to whom I had been
charming story. Alas, 43 years engaged 30 years ago, when I was
ago it may have been safe IS
enough to give one's first name
She iOroduced herself. then
and telephone number to a handed me the phone We talked for
stranger. but today, the risks a while, and he asked vt•here I
worked. so I told him. A couple of
days later, he showed up at my
office with 30 roses - one for every
year we had been apart. We hit it
off immediately and have
together ever since We are being
By GARY LARSON
married in November.
OREGONIANS
• • •

• * •

DEAR ABBY: Here's how one
telephone call cluinged my life: I got
a call'a home from an anonymous
. person who thought I should know
that my husband was having an
affair with a palm.: woman who
worked for him. She told me that
they went to a motel on the edge of
town every Friday for a three-hour
lunch.
Because my husband had several
unexplained absences from work, I
hired a private detective to follow
him. Sure enough, ht. was meeting
his secretary at the motel After I
told him that I knew what had been
going on. he didn't deny it We saw
our lawyers and ended our marriage.
NI its. I suspect that she was the
iii. Ins nu IlIS caller who tipped me off
about my husband•s affair. No
TIMMS or towns, please. Sign me
BETTER(WE N(
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Forty years ago
About 1.500 persons were on
hand to greet the 12th Governors
Tour on Sept. 25. Dr. W.G. Nash
of Murray State College introduced Jack Frost, executive secretary of Murray Chamber of
Commerce, who welcomed Kentucky Governor Lawrence
Wetherby and a group of 96 persons to the area.
Pvt. James L. Duncan is serving with 40th Infantry Division in
Korea.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. A.H. Scull, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Orean Adams, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Cole, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Dean Locke,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Thompson
are celebrating their 50th wedding anniversary today, Sept. 27.

DEAR ABBY
telephone !lumber in case we got
disconnected I guess I fell in love
,
so I convinced her to
with her voice.
meet me_ When V.7 met, it was love
at first sight. She ‘kas only lh, hut
her parents appro‘ill 01 me, and
three months later we were marned.
Last July, we celebrated our
-Cird Ckedding.anniversary We }lave
three tine sons. ages 34. 37 and .12
The oldest is married and ga,,, ti,
two beautiful granddaughters
ages II and s
Betty is now. ail operating room
technician at Crawt'iird I A nig Hospital in Doraville, Ga . and rill i.i.itli
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By Peter H. Gott. M.11.
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THIS IS THE YEAR Of THE 800T
FLANNEL PLATFORM BOOTS
VINYL WEDGIE BOOTS
CLOG -HEELED LALEUP 800Th..
KNEE-HIGH LACEuP BOOTS..,
VELVET GRANNY BOOTS ..
BROCADE COWBOY 800Th..
SVEDE MOTORcYCLE HOOTS..
PATGHWORK TH1614- HIGH BOOTS.
FRINGED LOGGER BOOTS_
RHINESTONE° cOMNIAT !SOOTS.

f7E-VERY STYLE. SHAPE, COLOR,
HEIGHT, HEEL, SOLE ANO MATERIAL EVER IMAGINE° IN THE
HISTORY Of BOOTS IS AVAILABLE
RIGHT HEAE, RIGHT NOW!

ANYTHING I COULD
WEAR IN THE SNOW 7

V 17174V SALESCLERKS DISAPPEAR iNTO THAT LITTLE BACK
ROOM AND NEVER COME OUT

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
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BELINDA GIZZARD!
I LOVED HER IN SCHOOL

BUT I GOT THE
IMPRESSION SHE
DiDN'T LIKE ME
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DEAR DR GOTT I've been ditig
nosed with oral lichen planus and
have been informed there is no cure
This started out as a sore throat and
lips. I saw an ENT specialist. derma
Tension mounts in the final heat of the
tologist. had blood drawn, took antibi
otics.and had a biopsy done. What has
paper-rock-scissors event.
caused this condition'
, BEAR READER Lichen plainly: is
a recurring, non-contagious inflam
CROSSWORDS
matory eruption. marked by bumps
that coalesce into patches or ulcers
The cause is unknown In rare
such as
instances, however, drugs
Answor to Provious Puzzle
ACROSS
shocking
may
the anti-arrhythmic quinidine
X"
"Malcolm
38
1 Couple
cause lesions that resemble lichen
OUGUU
director
000100
5 "The — Guy"
plan us
39 Rodent
UGGIUMU 0111000
9 Joint
Incomplicated eruptions need no
40 Babylonian
12 Aleutian
UUDO
110 MOOG
deity
treatment. they merely come and go.
Island
DUO BOWDO EMU more as a nuisance than a health haz
41 Permits
13 Toward
42 Sea in Asia
UMUIDO UU ard If they ulcerate or become
00UU
shelter
44 Waistbands
14 Harem room
ODOM BBOUNIOW painful, a dermatologist would pre
Shrinks,
46
15 Paper
scribe cortisone pills to relieve symp
GUM 0000
flinches
measures
toms
48
Moillfed
IMMO
OGOODUO
17 Lawfully
51 Summer Fr
DEAR DR GOTT Please discuss
13100W
MUM
19 Lag behind
UM
52 Midday
was prescnbed for me to
Didronel
21 Roman date
kHJLJ DUUDO 000 take once aIt day
54 Antitoxins
for the first two weeks
22 Fish trap
55 DDE
ODOM MUM DU of every three months
24 Sawa symbol
What is it for
opponent
000000 UGOUOU and how does it work?
25 Paid notices
Hawaiian
56
26 — Gabor
ODUUD MOM
goose
Didronel
DEAR READER
27 Emits vapor
9-27 ® 1993 United Feature Syndicate
57
Kind
of
ietidronatei is a medicine that regu
29 Father
cheese
31 Offspring
lates bone metabolism It is pre
4 Report
force
32 Note of scale DOWN
scribed for two conditions
II)
Astaire
5
Unemployed
10
33 Roman 51
Affirm,
6
11
Actress
Paget's disease 4a common disor
34 Nod
I Equality
assert
Amanda —
marked by spotty areas of bone
35 Tellurium
der
2 Devoured
7 Conde16 Yes Sp
Symbol
3 Citizen of
destruction coupled with the forma
scending look
18
Helps
36 Hideous,
Milan
tion of new, weaker bone) often leads
8 Limb
20 Turkic
9 Retains by
to bone pain and fractures Didronel
tribesman
appears to help such patients by sta
22 Adam —
23 Cry of
bilizing bone formation
B'acchanals
¶0 II
9
6
7
6
Osteoporosis. the age related loss ,
5
2 3 4
1
25 Among
of calcium from bones, can also lead
27 Narrow
14
12
to bone pain and fractures Didronel
11 28 opening
111 13111
Assumed
helps this condition, which is also
17
16
15
name
treated with female hormones fin
1111
29 Bard
selected casesi. calcium supplements
30 Venerates
21
19
20
exercise
and
34 Consecrated
Nimbus
36
believe that its important for you
I
25
24
23
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Witness for Collins
denies alleged kickback
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — An allegation that friends of thenGov. Martha Layne Collins met to discuss getting kickbacks from
gate business in the summer of 1984 was denied today by a witness in her husband's extortion and tax tnal.
Richard F. Broadbent III, a former business partner of Bill Collins', said he knew of no meeting in which "kickbacks" to help
Mrs. Collins and her husband in their retirement were discussed.
Broadbent's testimony was part of the defense's attempt to rebut
Lester "Mac" Thompson, the main prosecution witness.
Thompson was a leading fund-raiser for Mrs. Collins' 1983 campaign and became her first secretary of Finance.
He testified earlier in the U.S. District Court trial that kickbacks
from state business were discussed after a small, private dinner party. Thompson said he, the governor's husband and Broadbent were
among those present at the party at the home of Billy Wilcoxson,
another fund-raiser and close Collins associate.
Thompson said the governor was told to leave the room when the
conversation turned toward apparently illegal acusities.
Today, Broadbent disputed that account. He also said there was a
confrontation between Thompson and Mrs. Collins.
"I remember the governor getting mad at Mac Thompson and
poking him in the chest with her finger and going upstairs," Broad-bent said.
He did not elaborate on the confrontation. Broadbent also said
that Thompson "asked me to give him a kickback" on insurance
commissions. Assistant U.S. Attorney Jane Graham objected to the
comment and Judge Joseph M. Hood told the jury to disregard it.
• Collins, Broadbent and Wilcoxson were the founders of Collins
Investments Inc.. which formed limited partnerships in real estate
and thoroughbred horses.
The company was formed in early 1984, shortly after Mrs. Cot-tins took office, and many of its investors received state contracts
Of appointments during the Collins administration.
Collins is charged with steering state bond contracts to investment bankers who put money into his partnerships. He also allegedly misled the Internal Revenue Service by disguising kickbacks
from some contractors as political contributions.

Recycling program will be
expanded at Murray State
Murray State University is expanding its recycling program in
hopes of reducing landfill materials
in order to comply with 1991 Kentucky General Assembly legislation
Which- requires all state-run agencies to reduce landfill materials by
2.5 percent.
Wayne Harper,Chairman of Murray States recycling committee,
said two new projects will help
Murray State reduce landfill material: the addition of mixed paper
recycling and the opening of the
campus' recycling center.
The Murray State department of
facilities management soon will be
distributing red recycling receptacles across campus to collect mixed
paper: any paper other than magazines, newspapers and high quality
office paper, Harper said. Also
acceptable in red receptacles is
cardboard, gummed envelopes and
lined notebook paper.
High-quality white office paper,
such as computer paper, letterhead
paper and photocopies, is currently
being collected in blue receptacles
across campus.
Murray State sells recycled aluminum cans, and as soon as collection of recycled paper begins, both
white and mixed paper will be
transported to Lexington's Regional
Recycling Center.
Recycling will go a step further at
Murray State when the campus'
1,.L cling center begins work near
the end of the fall semester. Harper
said facilities management employecs will construct a pre-fabricated
stcl building on the north end of the
Lampus, across the Highway 121
bypass near the electric substation.
The main function of the recycling center at MSU will be to
collect and grind newspaper which
will be used as bedding for animals
at the University farm, Harper said.
The center will help control the
campus' solid waste by continuing
to collect aluminum cans and paper,
but it will not accept glass or plastic
initially.
We are running out of places to

Youth charged
with murder

1

es.

IRVINE, Ky. Police have
charged an unidentified 16-yearold relative of an Irvine man with
murder.
They would not confirm or
deny that the youth was 40-yearold Michael Ray Geil Jr.'s son
because of laws protecting the
identity of minors charged with
any crime. They said, however,
that the only other youth in the
Geil's home at the time was a
neighbor who had nothing to do
with the shooting after 11 p.m.
EDT Friday.
Geil was shot in the hallway of
his family's mobile home on a
gravel road 12 miles north of
Irvine.
Geil was arrested May 27 on
four counts of first-degree wanton endangerment and. alcohol
,intoxication after firing a .25-caliber handgun during an argument
at an Irvine apartment building.
The charges were later dropped.
Estill Circuit Court records give
no reason.
The youth is scheduled to
appear in Estill Juvenile Court on
Tuesday.
1

put garbage," Ed West, director of
facilities management at Murray
Slate, said."We are totally a throwaway society."
The Regional Recycling Center
at the West Kentucky Correctional
Complex near Eddyville will begin
accepting steel, aluminum, newsprint, paper, glass, cardboard and
some plastic in late November or
early December.
Although Calloway County was
not one of the initial members of the
six-county coalition, regional•rec'ycling board chairman. Terry
McKinney, said Calloway County
would be welcome.
"In the future we would encourage Calloway County because of the
expertise MSU would have (with
the project)," McKinney said.
Details concerning the addition
of counties to the Coalition have not
been determined. McKinney is not
certain whether the board would
require Calloway County to join the
coalition in order to transport recyclables to the center. He said ineither case, the county would not be
turned away.
George Weaks,Calloway County
Judge Executive, said the county is
interested in the Regional Recycling
Center, but is also surveying the
development of a proposed recycling center at Fulton.

HOG MARKET
Federal-Stale Markel Nem Service Sept 27, 1103
Kentucky Purchase Arm Hog Merkel Report lacludes
buying Stella.. Receipts: Atl 25, FM. ZO• borrows•
Gibe .51 lower Sews steady to 1.10 Maher
545.00-45.50
US 1.2 235-251
542.114-44.50
LS 1.2 210-130
US 2-3 130-244
144.51-45.1110
US 3-41 245-2711 ibe.
.143.511-44.50
Som
LS 1.2 275.351 lb..130.011-3150
US 1.3 110-401
131.51-32.14
131.111-32-51
13 11-3 400-525 lbs.
US 1-3 525 and up—
US 2-3 31111-510
1211.1141-30.1110
Bean 524.110-111.110
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DEATHS
Mrs. Erma Callahan

John R. Mahan

The funeral for Mrs. Erma Callahan is today at 2 p.m. at
First Assembly of God, Mayfield. The Rev. Carey Puckett. the
Rev. Bryant Kearns and the Rev. Mark Terhune are officiating.
Burial will follow in Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield, with
arrangements by Collier Funeral Home of Benton.
Mrs. Callahan. 69, Mayfield, died Friday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Survivors include her husband, Charles Callahan; four daughters, Mrs. Sandra Jones, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs. Linda Pogue, Rt.
9, Benton, and Mrs. Cheryl Channel' and. Mrs. Sheila_ Taylor.
Mayfield; one son. Terry Wright, Mayfield; two sisters. Mrs.
Lovell* Pace, Hardin, and Mrs. Nell Clark, Rt. 5, Benton; two
brothers, Leroy Clark, Rt. 5, Benton, and Joe Clark, Bells ille,
Mich.; 10 grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Ivy (Lucille) Fitzhugh
Graveside services for Mrs. Ivy (Lucille) Fitzhugh are today
at 2 p.m. at Mount Hope Cemetery, Topeka, Kan. Parker-Price
Mortuary, Topeka, was in charge of arrangements..
moriat caltibiitions may be - made to MidIarid—FUospice
Care, 1272 SW Fillmore, Topeka, TCS 66604-1167; the charity
of the donor's choice; or the American Cancer Society. 1315
S.W. Arrowhead Rd., Topeka, KS 66604.
Mrs. Fitzhugh, 71, of Topeka died Thursday at her home.
Survivors include one daughter, Deborah L. Fitzhugh. one
son, Michael P. Fitztiugh, and five grandchildren. Topeka; five
sisters, Mrs. Nell O'Donnell, El Cajon, Calif., Mrs. Jimmie Collie, Murray, Mrs. Irene Stinnett, Hopkinsville, Mrs. Ruby Colson, Memphis, Tenn., and Mrs. Charlene Hernon, San Diego,
Calif.; four brothers, -Mason Lowery, Benton, William Lowery,
Paducah. Russell Lowery. Murray. and Layton Lowery, Florida.

KENTUCKY BACKROADS
By Berry Craig
CAIRO, Ill. (AP) — "It is
indeed one of the wonders of the
world — a work that fills the
beholder with amazement — so
extraordinary is the demonstration of men's abilities to overcome natural obstacles."
Suai wis the Memphis Appeal's 1890 editorial tribute to the
Illinois Central Railroad bridge.
which has spanned the nearly
mile-wide Ohio River between
Cairo and Ballard County. Ky.
since the administration of President Benjamin Harrison.
Daily, a parade of freight and
passenger trains rumble over the
104-year-old bridge. It is still a
vital link in the IC's main
Chicago-New Orleans rail line,
which crosses Ballard, Carlisle.
Hickman and Fulton counties in
far western Kentucky.
When the Cairo bridge was finished in 1889, it was the longest
river bridge in the world. Never
before had such a massive bridge
been built on sand and mud —
some feared it would collapse.
But IC railroad bosses were
willing to bet their lives on their
52.95 million investment. In a
dramatic test of strength on Oct,
29, 1889, nine powerful
"Mogul" steam locomotives,
each weighing 75 tons, chugged
slowly across the bridge as thousands of spectators cheered from
Cairo, boats in the river and the
Kentucky shore.
Riding in the lead locomotive
were Stuyvesant Fish, IC president and E.H. Harriman, vice
president. On the Kentucky side,
another engine was added and all
10 locomotives backed across the
bridge at a faster clip.
Practically every eye in Cairo
was on the test train, the Cairo
Citizen reported. Historic Cairo.
at the confluence of the Ohio and
Mississippi rivers, was jammed

with sightseers who crowded
onto the levee or climbed atop
buildings to see if the bridge
would stand or fall.
"The long string • of engines
glistening in the sunlight presented a very pretty, sight," the
Citizen observed. "The whistles
of the powerful Moguls, of the
factories„ in the city, and of the
steamboats on the river, plus the
shouts of the multitude — all
blended into a deafening bedlam
of unrestrained joy."
It seemed to the Citizen that
"upon reaching the end Of the
approach to the Kentucky side,
each engine tried to make a louder noise than the others while the
boats and tugs upon the river
added to the din." The test train
reached East Cairo, Ky., in 34
minutes. Three minutes later, a
locomotive pulling several carloads of newspaper reporters and
the IC general superintendent
safely made the crossing.
Even with the extra engine, the
test train huffed back to Cairo in
13 minutes. It took the closely
following press train 17 minutes.
According to "Main Line of
Mid-America," the IC's official
history book, the Cairo bridge,
including approaches, was 20,461
feet long. It was 33 feet longer
than the famous Tay Bridge in
Scotland. But in 1905-06, the
Cairo bridge was shortened to
7,86.5 feet when a dirt embankment was built to replace the Illinois approach spans.
Also, in 1952:more modern
steelwork replaced the original
superstructure. At the same time ,
the 10 stone river piers were
strengthened.
Calton J. Corliss, author of
"Main Line of Mid-America,"
could find nothing more dramatic
in IC annals than the opening of
the mighty Cairo bridge.

John R. Mahan, 75, of North Fourth Street, Murray, died
Sunday at 2:53 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired bus station manager here in Murray for 40 years,
he was first with Western Kentucky Stage line and later with
Brooks Bus Line. He was a member of Glendale Road Church
of Christ.
Born Aug. 27, 1918. in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late P.N. (Bill) Mahan and Myrtle Todd Mahan.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dot Stephens Mahan, to
whom he was married on Aug. 29, 1941; one daughter. Ms..
Pam Young, Murray; two sons, James Mahan and wife, Joanne.
Hazel, and John Mahan and wife, Vicki, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Ruby Hale, Murray; one brother, J.C. (Billy) Mahan, Rt.
5, Murray; six grandchildren, Tammy Mahan, Emily Mahan,
Brad Mahan, Jayson Mahan, Amy Mahan, and Richard Young;
one great-grandchild, Michelle Young.
Graveside services are today at 2:30 p.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. John Dale and Garry Evans are officiating.
Entombment will follow in the mausoleum there with arrangements by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
pressiont -o-f- sympathy -may be MI&
Anna tome"MY
Todd Scholarship Fund, c/o Murray State University, or Glendale Road Church of Christ.

Golden Dillard
Golden Dillard, 80, of Spruce Street, Murray, died Sunday at
9:16 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired employee of Murray Lumber Company, he was an
Army veteran of World War II and a ember of Mt. Horeb
Freewill Baptist Church.
Born Oct. 2, 1912, at Hamlin, he was the son of the late
Pledge Dillard and Mariah Hodge Dillard.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Kitty Dillard; one brother,
John Dillard and wife, Rosa, Chicago, Ill.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Mrs. Martha Ann Morris
Mrs. Martha Ann Morris, 87, of South 11th Street, Murray,
died Sunday at 9:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Ruby A. Morris, died Dec. 15, 1964. She was
a member of Temple Hill United Methodist Church.
Born March 21. 1906, in Calloway County,_ she was the
daughter of the late James Taylor and Martha Nola White
Taylor.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Martha Brandon and
husband, Frank. Allen Park, Mich.. and Mrs. Theda Farr and
husband, Tremon, Murray; three grandchildren,' Mrs. Sandy
Rushing and husband, Paul, Michael Farris and wife, Lisa, and
Mrs. Melissa Champine and husband, Steve; five
great-grandchildren, Shawna Rushing, Jessica Farris, Matthew
Farris, Bradley Champine and Bryan Champine.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Dr. David Roos will officiate.
Burial will follow in Temple Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
(Monday).
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More and more people are taking advantage of the opportunity to pre-plan their funeral arrangements, with the Family
Considerations program.
You can choose the arrangements you want. This way your
family won't facie a difficult decision later. You can also pre-pay
your arrangements so your family won't inherit a financial
burden.
Call or come by today. The Family Considerations program is
a great idea.
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